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MODERN METHOD OF SEWER VENTILATIONTHE

FEATURES OF THE MOST POPULAR SYSTEM-OUTLINE OF ESSENTIAL 
IMPORTANT CONSIDERATIONS TO GOVERN STORM AND DRY WEATHER FLOW.

By DR. ERWIN KOHLMANN, Dr.=Ing. ; Dipl.-Ing.

to influence the process of ventilation. Even in winter 
the co-operation of these down pipes can be relied on for 
the circulation. In summer the conditions are much more 
favorable, as are also those times during the action of 
the sun’s rays. '

This system of ventilation is much more efficient in 
streets which are located east and "west, and the efficiency 
extends annually to 2216.2 hours or 25% of the year.

In times of storm, the upward current is eliminated. 
This condition has often been cited against the use of 
down pipes for the purpose of the ventilation of public 
sewers, but when it is considered that the rain duration 
is only 518 hours annually, or 6% of the total, and the 
sewers during rain are cleansed by the indraught of air, 
there is no reason why this should be considered seri
ously, especially when we consider that this system re
quires no artificial assistance and, therefore, no expense. 
However, in residential districts, or in houses where the 
attics are used for dwelling purposes, it is not advisable 
to use the down pipes for the purposes of ventilation, so 
that only the soil pipes could be used.

The pipes most suited for ventilation are those in 
proximity to the furnace or kitchen chimneys, as the sur
roundings during the whole of the year have a heat ex
ceeding that of the sewer air, and correctly, soil pipes 
have been termed the “natural chimneys of ventilation.”

The temperature always being higher in the soil pipes 
the motion of the air, and if these pipes were ex-

HE modern method of sewer ventilation consists of 
to the sewers from the atmo-T numerous openings 

sphere. This system has met with great success 
in Germany and in the United States of America, 

ample circulation of fresh air in theas it promotes an
sewers. . , , . ...This system is the direct opposite of that in which
the circulation of air or the ventilation is promoted by 
using, artificially, individual factors as motive powers for 
the process, as it favors the co-operation of all the factors 
which have any influence on ventilation by a continua 
motion in all parts of the sewerage system through 

penings, and the resulting continuous circula- 
restrict the formation of obnoxiousnumerous o 

tion of air tends to 
gases.If the sewerage system is properly designed and _ 
structed with grades sufficient to ensure a self-deansmg 
velocity, the sewage will always be in a fresh conditio ,

xzzxrgr* tes
stant fluctuation of the flow and with it the generation of 
gas but by proper ventilation this danger is overcome, as (he ’oxygen coJamed in the atmosphere destroys all sub- 
stances adhering to the wails or otherw.se depo ted m 
the sewers by oxidation, thus by the strong diltmon of 
the sewer air with the fresh air the nuisances caused by

KW' lE".7veen.ilatio„ consists of the installation 
of two groups of connections between the “V" “j) 
atmosphere, the one at the lowest possible point (such as 
the openings in manhole covers) and the other at th
highest possible point (such as t e rain . f jnietPipes on houses). The differences m the levels of inlet
(the lowest point) and outlet (the highest point) 
main movement of the current of air.

First we will consider the high level group, 
down pipes are connected directly to the sewer that is 
without any. trap, there ' would be created a senes of
highly located connections tltiteT wonîd pî*ni 
m combination with the manhole. > mnsider-
•avorable conditions for the forming o s current
able difference in levels. To produce an UP™ current
m the down pipes, it is necessary to ave temnerature 
so that the air in these pipes wov.ldexceed the temperature 
of the atmosphere. In cold weather the source of hea^ 
Promoted from heated buildings, and a ver( sug;c;ent 
of temperature is necessary to promote a velocity sufficient

con-

causes
tended to a height above the roof, either Of the same or 
larger diameter, they would form a perfect means of main
taining the continuous current of air from the manhole 
inlets through the sewers into the atmosphere, and even 
in times of storm their efficiency is not impaired if a pro
tecting cowl is provided to prevent the admission of rain 
or air attracted by rain. (Fig. 1.) In draughty locations, 
the efficiency of these pipes as a means of ventilation may 
be increased by providing a revolving cowl, but if this is 
provided, provision must also be made to protect the 
house traps from their seal being broken, which is done 
by secondary ventilating pipes. Experiments were made 
in Cologne by Dr. Unna* with the revolving cowl with
out protection to the house traps, when it was found that 
the seal was broken.

In reference tp the irregularity of the direction of the 
current, this is governed by local conditions. Frequently 
there are special conduits for sinks and bath waste which 
also partake in the process of ventilation. If these are

form the

If the

*Gesundheits-Ing., 1898, 21 Jahrg., No. 4 and No. 5.
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storm, these conditions would be différent On a sho 
of rain entering a sewer an energetic air current ,s
caused, which has a reverse direction to hat during d^y
weather A large volume of air is attracte g

water fills the sewer, causing air tension.
Since the house connections, in time of rain, are soo 

submerged the air cannot escape from the sewer through

EE
the nerforated manhole covers, it these cM-hea— escape

SËfSSEsp
have a sufficient number of manholes and their 
provided with an adequate number of perforations su 
tJhat they will not be ventilating covers in name only-
Many proposals have been previously made on account of
the former unreliability to use only the 1»^ ^ 
hole covers or only the house connectmns^ or Ae vent^ 
tion of the sewers, but all these have been rejected 
group per se could be both inlet and outlet. On the o
ha„dP heavy showers displace Aereweratrb complet^

ns szvgzt'FEEFinall trouble which may occur during .
avoided. An installation often resorted to is the p 
vSon of vent shafts similar to those shown in Figs. 2 

Although these vent pipes are most essen 1a _
g also materially assist the circu

lated some distance away from any source of heat or

pdaced'^n^^varm location,'"provision should be made in

»»—s r/ips “
^ul^cised h, the

would be overcome,^1 ^ ^ sewer air. The greater 
co-operate in ^ house connections there are,
Îhe better'would be the condition of the sewer air.

are

mp*■tC-
27352

■>4
200i'
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D

ËImu..—--------- xr
Fig 2.—Type of Vent 

Shaft.
and 3.
ing periods of rain, they
lation during dry weather. . • _t

These vent shafts serve two purposes v.z to ® 
the manhole inlets when these are a considerable distance 
anart and to act as outlets for sewer air during heavy 
rains, when the house connections to the sewei are ^ 

, Thus the installation of these vent shafts - 
recommended as' an^iirtiliary mens ,o promo,. thorough

Fig. 1.—Cowl for Soil 
Pipe.

It might be mentioned here, that occasionally a down
ward current of air is caused by waste water from sinks 
and baths, but this discharge is generally of suchport 
duration that the matter is not worth considering, 
the other hand, if the question is raised against the down
ward current it should always be borne in mind that a 
Reversionof ’direction helps to flush the house drains 
thoroughly and owing to the large number of remaining 
house drams it does not interfere with the general process 
of ventilation and is, therefore, desirable. If the ventila 
ing efficiency of the soil pipes is irregular, the reason can 
generally be^ound in the absence of, or defective, air in .

We will now consider the second group viz., the 
connections between the sewer and the at.m°sP1?ere f 
street level. These air inlets consist principally of per 
orated manhole covers. The distance separating these 

covers should range, in small sewers, from ninety to one 
hundred and fifty feet, and in large sewers from one
hundred and eighty feet to three h»"dr^ and * J ; 
If the distances are greater than this, the addition o
special shaft would be necessary.

Under normal conditions, in dry weather a continu
ation from the manholes through the sewer to 

7a« and .he constant entrent will only 
tetSSonally interrupted, as stated above. In tunes of

ventilation.
sphere'a?sUeetTvd have serious disadvantages tn some

So..8-"

t nnnnnnn aïtr.'the perforated manhole covers by provtdmg atr tnlet.
'""Vi: £"dr,b,yha^in,ets from the sidewalks, 

would scarcely answer the purpose, apart from the _ 
cost as the maintenance would be a prohibitive expense. 
Sf adequate circulation is to be constantly maintained, on

with the atmo-

occurrence was re- 
rain-*tNotf_An illustration of such an

, . Toronto daily press following a severe
ported m t - pressure became so great m

depth of 3 feet, with water and sewage.—Editor.]
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As already mentioned, the connection of the sewer 
with the atmosphere at the street level has two disad
vantages, the ascending of sewer air during heavy rains, 
and the danger of the holes in manhole covers to the 
horses. An emanation of sewer air, however, in a well- 
ventilated sewer takes place only if the same is filling 
rapidly. Objection to by-passers cannot occur by this, as 
a well-ventilated, well-flushed, and above all a properly 
designed and constructed sewer contains only fresh and 
no decomposed sewage, and thus no foul air.

It is of absolute importance that the orifices in the 
manholes should be made small enough to reduce the 
danger caused by the horses catching the studs of their 
shoes in the holes. It is a mistake to replace covers with 
large openings by covers with small ones, as is sometimes 
done, which are even then ineffective as they bfecome 
clogged by silt. The author is of the opinion that the 
manhole covers are the cheapest and most suitable means 
for low level ventilating orifices, and these openings can 
be brought into practical form by due consideration. By 
the suitable selection of orifices in arrangement and con
struction, accidents would be decreased, but to eliminate 
them would be practically impossible even with the most 
approved style of covers. According to an investigation 
conducted by Herrn Falkenroth with the covers of various 
designs, he proves that the danger to horses is decreased 
by the use of large openings and the proper construction 
of the ventilating orifices. The requirements of an ample 
air circulation in dry weather and unhindered removal 
during storms are fulfilled likewise by large openings, 
which are not so liable to become clogged.

The long segmental, oblong, square, radiated orifices 
cannot be considered, due to the danger to horses. After 
Falkenroth’s experiments, the manhole covers with 
circular openings proved to be the most satisfactory. The 
openings in all cases should be inverted conical so that 
stones and silt could then fall to the receiving tray placed 
under the cover, and the selection of sufficiently wide 
circular orifices (ij4-in. or more) will also exclude, or at 
least restrict to a minimum, the number of cases of traffic 
troubles or accidents. Simultaneously with the correct 
choice the requirements of an ample circulation will be 
fulfilled. Cities that have replaced the former covers with 
covers having circular openings have succeeded by this 
innovation, and the openings have met the requirements 
in reference to favorable circulation, safety to traffic and 
cleanliness. (See Fig. 4.)

Whilst the most suitable form of ventilation known 
may be adopted, it cannot be said that the sewer ventila
tion problem has been solved. In spite of the circular 
openings it may be necessary to consider the possibility 
of occasional sewer tension during storms. The great 
draught in the upward direction retards the adequate air 
escape. The quick run-off of the sewage requires the in
stallation of sufficient and uniformly distributed openings 
for the expulsion of the air. Since sewer ventilators are 
fewer than house drains, comparatively, the ventilating 
conditions would be much more favorable if a means was 
found in another group of low level connections to assist 
the ventilating orifices of the manhole covers during time 
of storms. This assistance may be obtained by the co
operation of street gullies. The gullies are at present 
generally constructed in such a manner that the silt 
washed away by precipitation is retained in special re
ceptacles, and the gullies are trapped from the sewer. 
This construction has two great disadvantages, viz., the 
nuisance of foul odors and the danger of silting up. The 
receptacles of the street gullies, and to a certain extent 
the house gullies, on hot days and days of atmospherical

of the amount of silt and dirt collected in theaccount
pits. Another reason is the complication of the construc
tion of these inlets which is not adaptable to the simplicity 
which should always be attempted to attain in ventilation
and sewerage systems.

The second method is that of using the gullies. The 
theory is advanced that there are a greater number of 
gullies on a street than there are manholes, and the per
forations of the manhole covers are not nearly the area of 
the openings in the .gulley grating, and that these perfora
tions, if not properly made, are liable to become clogged. 
This method has its advantages, as in dry weather there
would be a greater number of air inlets, but it is ques
tionable whether the gulley as a vent outlet in times of 
heavy rain accomplishes its purpose. The opinion of the 
author is that larger quantities of air are attracted by 
the discharge of the gullies rather than allowing the
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Fig. 3.—Another Type of Vent Shaft.

Therefore, the tension in the sewer 
used as ventilators, so that

sewer air to escape, 
is increased if gullies 
extra precautions must be taken in these circumstances 
for an efficient ventilation of the sewer Per se there 
Would be no objection to this proposal. On the contrary 
by the adoption of the gullies the low level group wou d 
be increased by a number of inlets (two gullies usually 

length of street of about thirty yards) thus 
double number of low level connections by 

better circulation would result.
vent outlet dur- 

to the

are

arranged on a 
Presenting a
Which, in dry weather, a -- 
It is doubtful, however, if the gulley 
*ng times of. storms accomplishes its purpose 0 8.
house connections being submerge . n le 
the author, large air quantities are rather attracted by the 
discharge of the gullies and the tension of the sewer air 
is, therefore, increased. If the gullies are used as ven
tilators, special precautions must be taken ^^n efficient 
ventilation of the sewers in these times. Thuitakeus 
back to the adoption of perforated manhote covers where 
in times of rain the displaced sewer air wil «>llect and 
by which during the dry weather the renewal, even of the 
upper air strata, is best obtained.

as a
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adopted in Schwetz. Such views can be dtscarded ^ 
consider the figures. Generally one mee ^ wQuld

ba“nd „Snl”"»uat report and the badge, o, the cty o, 

Dresden may lead to this aim.
According to the annual administration report of this 

citv for mil the gullies in paved and macadam roads 
were cleaned in the recorded time {ourtnnesa Y^r, 
asnhah and wood-paved roads, sixteen times on accou 
of the bSger amount of silt conveyed into the gullies of

IffPa ^«SiS&SSS

ljs«s BBr" «
chokes the trap. Ca P • takes place fre-
gt5yd ^y,CS'rera. ,t coiifcted an, is -either

t*®?!

The
The street gullies contained, on an average, 1/25 to 

1/-0 cu vd of silt, while that from the house gullies was 
only o7ytoo ir cu. ft. The total silt removed was 

yd. and the cost amounted to $5>25°-
street suffices to fill thecBm 4154.21 cu.

.„,le»r==m*Ly‘rs”ati°Stiab,sm or ,h. ,r=y in the 
basi/will not be able to contain the Jarger quantity of^ 
which is washed away at times of precipitatio . 
silt moreover, passes directly into the sewer where it 
car'riTSay by the sewage "»w °r by «ushm£ ™e 
cost for the removal of street silt is, to the greatest 
tent generally included in the cost for the cleaning of 
sewers and only the smaller part comes into considéra-
,i0“ £ tvetiÏÏonls» wilder ft. sewers are able 

,0 withdraw the ^aLV of ^uSn'Ï.^Mona’l

costarwofiaidlensoe°VaFigyoring on a water consumption of

With Circular Perforators (by 
Falkenroth).

Fig. 4.—Manhole Cover

hygienic nor aesthetic, and secondly, the sik .**£*£ 
the receptacles will decompose and eventuaUy in a
freshly entering flow which will^ea^ afid
strongly contaminated state. P wkh sufficient
SS,woT»,Wd"ous nuisances, thus there

is £>:,:£• -s

system, also the protection against o discarded.
Therefore, the catch pits ■‘ d >rap obstacles in
It should always be *« «ntov»f «° ^Mon, as
design so as to remove the sewage, m h

^SedTs ÏnsXble'andTe catch "pto in «^m»^

catch basins of the gullies ana r r while close
faith to catch basins and traps in gu > .

beside them.-anholes^are ^''^X.'equipped’ with

’ The contradiction to this con
fer the abolition of 

the catch pits are

m

%«h 'IJlL

■:ÆÈ
v*sm/w&ss

m
m

i PIls*Y hour

Street Gulley (by Kohlmann).their covers are 
ventilating perforations? 
dition should be the best argument
catch pits and traps. s f™d Bich would cause

~ ssoeedingly^ayorable SpjUni.^cons.an, ventilate

of 'he correct recogntdon rf indeed, in
abolition of the gul engineers were always
recent nmes prominen san ^ correct recognition of 
advancing the advisam ) the gullies in thethese advantages or the^gu^ ^

53K/ïïft. ™aof ft. city of Schwetz ,Fig. 5)

Fig. 5.—
i2oZ = 4.24 cu. ft. per capita per day, it would mean for 
a population of 550,000 3,139,200 cu. yd. sewage pe 
annum. The annual quantity to be removed from the
* ^.TdT-à^r'ïw Considering,
^th";,» 2lubm»of silt matter 0, 36% the silt quand»

WOUM ta “ — -"BSThis small
any extra cost for haulage expenses 
flowing current of the D.W.F.

The conditions during times of storm are qm e dit 
It is generally believed that the increased velocity, 

' S would have a greater clear-ferent 
and larger flow in the sewers

.jh

n.
o 

e
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cipitated, and find access into the gullies it may be ad
visable to arrange small catch basins. In cases of pave 
roads, however, the arrangement of catch pits must be 
designated as absolutely obsolete. together with t e 
catch pits, there would obviate the last installations which 
would cause the pollution of the air, and thus the air o 
public sewers and of all connecting pipes to these would 
lose their offensive odor and character. With the abo 1- 
tion of traps indeed we have gained a further series of 
low level connections which effect at least as much as the 
perforated manhole covers and the co-operation of which 
for the ventilating process, in reference to the overweight 
of the domestic soil and down-pipes compared with the 
vent openings at street level restricted by the limited 
number of manholes, is of an importance which should not 
be underestimated. Indeed, we had to make certain 
alterations in construction in order to use the gullies lor 
continuous ventilation.

ing capacity. This is not the case. By practice it 
shown that during a storm the greatest deposits will oc
cur in the sewer. It was found by the author that the 
rainstorm of July 10th, 1912, deposited in a trunk sewer 
on the Terrassenufer at Dresden, a quantity of grit ot 
C2.32 cu. yd., while under normal conditions the weekly 
flushing operation removes only 2.6 to 5.2 cu. yd. ol grit 
in the same sewer.

Since through the lower parts of the sewerage system, 
in consequence of abolition of the catch pits, large quan
tities of silt will pass, there is a danger that in times of 
storm a greater deposit of silt will take place. The reaso 
is that in times of storm only the suspended matter 1 
attracted, which is taken into eddies, the remaining silt 
is deposited especially where the velocities vary consider
ably. The additional cost which the cleaning of the 
sewers involves would by no means be so great astha 
required for the cleaning of gullies. According to Her n 
Kajet, the cost of cleaning gullies amounts to 3%
40% of the total cost of cleaning sewers.

There is another reason for the abolition of the cate 
basins. It has often been stated that it is more rationa 
to remove the silt from the gullies instead of the 
as they are more accessable. However, if it 15 ^^idered 
that the periodical removal o quantities of silt from t 
gullies (in some cases weeks elapse before they are 
cleaned) can be executed only with difficulty and with a 
certain amount of nuisance, a method would be prefer 
able by which the removal of street sweepings is obtained 
hygienically and aesthetically unobjectionable conditio 
which is inevitable in the most perfect design oj cleansing 
implements. This advantage offers the odor ess and n- 
visible removal of the street sweepings by the sewer . 
By this method a further advantage is obtained v.^ tha 
the quantity of silt containing organic and mineral 
matted which is soluble up to 64% on its way, according
to the time in which it remains in the scwer> 's “ns d 
ably reduced until eventually in the grit chamber at the 
sewage disposal plant a complete separation of the organic 

is affected, that is, the separation of the sludge 
proper from the mineral constituents, the heavier 
suspended matter. If the cross-section of the grit chamber
is designed in such a manner t at e v . while
less than one foot per second, so the grit will settle wh 
the putrescible sludge passes into the setdrng tan s wi 
the fresh sewage without being affected whatsoever

pLTwiU “iKT «he ‘colleSrthe soluble and

and r=-h~ 
is o„l, 36%, and but .085 per M. of the dry weather Sour 
Applying this to the Dresden cond.ttons means tha tn the 
most favorable ease, instead ot 4«54-12 cu' j , ^
sweepings which are The devint

SJ£. *The cost of cu of silt an—

while the cost for cleaning the guides umounK «■ $..34 
per cu vd This example may suffice to dispose ot he
»L=Lsof those. Who have doubt i" k
method to convey the street sweepings directly

’eWeS however, in some special cases such as mountain 
ous districts or asphalt and macadam roadSj g 
collections of sand are carried off by the quantities pre

fitsewers

F
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Fig. 6.—Ventilating Device on a Paris Trunk Sewer.
matter

Gullies are generally adopted with cast iron gratings, 
either parallel or rectangular to the curb line. One may 
be of different opinion as to the advantage or disadvantage 
of both kinds. While it has been observed that in some 
cities gratings with bars parallel to the curb permit a 
better passage for floating matter, such as pieces of wood, 
paper, leaves, etc., other cities prefer, for the same 
son, gratings with rectangular bars. With regard to 
the safety of traffic, both designs are not approved. On 
one side it is stated that horses with their studded shoes 
have been caught in gratings of the second style and 
damage resulted therefrom, while the opponents maintain 
the same gratings of the first design. In both cases the 
cause is probably to be found in the unsuitable construc
tion of the gratings, too narrow slits, or their unfavorable 
location in the gutter. In any case, a well-designed grat
ing has proved itself to be a rain inlet in flat streets. 
With the correct location in the gutter, gratings with 
sufficiently wide openings and rounded-off corners,, which 
prevent the catching of studded shoes of horses, will fulfil 
all requirements in regard to safety both of run-off and 
to traffic.

rea-

Regarding the ventilation, it is more difficult to obtain 
sufficient results with this construction. With gratings, 
the experience has been found that in times of storm the 
large quantities of rain running off and extending over
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pense. The author considers it advisable to provide a 
funnel-shaped inlet with a movable grate, the openings 
of which are so arranged that only such matter is re
tained by which a choking of the drain is liable. By this 
method the ventilation would not be impaired.

By omitting the traps in the gullies the advantage is 
secured of the prevention of tension in the 
is produced by the air adhering to 
heavy precipitation.

of the collected floatingthe grating, in consequence 
matter, does not permit the air trapped m the gulley to 
escape. To overcome this difficulty, the area of the 
grating should be increased by which the desired results 
can be obtained. The process performed thus is that the 
upper part of the grating collects the water and the lower 
will allow the escape of sewer air. An increase in the 
grating cannot always be obtained, especially m narrow 
business streets or steep roads, where the h°rses are 
equipped with heavy shoes and long studs ; alternatio . 
in the design of these gratings have to be made. In steep 
roads where gratings do not answer the purpose, on

sewer air which
__ the water in times of

Even if the surface water discharged 
ryaVtheFgffili;;"7on'tains atmospheric air, the ventilating 
orifices in the manhole covers will be relieved. As in 
times of storm, large quantities of air enter the sewer, 
attempts have been made to separate the mixture o air 
and water by what is known as air separators containe 

„ orifices in the down-pipes or special vent pipes 
down-pipes, but these attempts should not be con-

______- of the dangers which may arise by the
interruption of the duties required by the down-pipes.

Probably a better
air attracted through the down-pipes is by _ _
domestic soil pipes. It is a general practice in

the storm and sanitary flow by a 
Thus there would be no 

to construct the 
With regard to

.
in bends or 
in the 
sidered on account

for the conveyance of the 
the use of the

means

a com
bined system to convey

conduit to the sewer. 
in a combined sewerage system

common
reason,ss zszzsz rs). 0*=,^
a separate introduction of storm and soil pipes from 
domestic premises into the sewers would be desired a* 
well as in combined systems. We have already i«cog
nized the soil-pipes as the material means for sewer ven
tilation during dry weather as they are able to maintain 
by their higher temperature a constant current o a 
the direction from the sewer to the atmosphere. It does 
not seem advisable to exclude these uniformly acting 
factors from the ventilating process during times of 

and to connect them with pipes which do not act 
air-ejecting as those do, but air-forcing. By the accele
rated falling velocity, the down-pipes convey, during 
times of storm, quantities of air and water with such 
intensity that it cannot be of any effect to the soil-pipes 
on the sewer. If it is further considered that in dry 
weather the connection of both pipe systems in 
mon conduit promotes independent currents by the dif
ference in the temperature prevailing between the down- 
pipes and soil-pipes, which results always in a trouble of 
the aspiring efficiency of the house connections on the 
sewer. The author thinks it advisable to introduce down- 
and soil-pipes as separate conduits. This would. show 
that during dry weather the influence of the sod-pipe on 
the removal of the sewer air is greater than by the separ - 
tion of the down-pipes and the trouble m the operation 
on the ventilating process would thus be eliminated.

During times of storm the sewers are quickly filled 
so that the house connections, the mouth of which are 
placed just above the level of the dry weather flowmthe 
sewers, are soon submerged. It might be proposed to 
effect the introduction of the house drains at the top of 
the sewer. Thus, the ventilation of the sewerage system 

of the soil pipes would in any case separate 
of air introduced by the down-pipes,

storm

Fig, 7,—Superstructure for Ventilating a Trunk Sewer in 
Dresden. (The dome is equipped with self- 

recording rain gauges.)

a corn-

account of the high velocity of the surface water and 
especially if the surface water contains much floating 
matter, it runs over the grating and the expensive and 
difficult installations of pre-grates have to be adopted so 
as to prevent the flooding of the streets in the lower 
districts. In these hilly districts gullies with side, 
trances have been successfully adopted. I he side inlet 
gulley comprises all the advantages to the safety of run
off and of traffic, as well as ventilation. It carries away 
all floating matter and particles liable to dog the ordinary 
grating, and at the same time there is no danger o 
horses. With this installation the circulation of air m 
the sewerage system will always remain normal as in 
times of storm its inlet is never wholly covered, thus the 
escape of air is not hampered. For these reasons the si e 
inlet gulley is preferable and the adoption of gratings 
should only be permitted temporarily as 15 d°ne “ 
Schwetz, where broad streets with very little traffic are 
equipped with gratings.

It frequently happens that larger foreign matters are 
placed malignantly into the side entrance gull.es by which 
the choking of the inlet takes place which would other 
wise be kept clear by the increased clearing power of the 
water rushing down. The removal of these matters can 

performed with difficulty and at considerable ex-

en-

by means
again the quantities 
and no tension in the sewer would occur..

If the introduction of the house drains at the dry 
weather flow level was placed so as not to be off*ns™e 
the workmen in the sewer by the discharge of domestic 
sewage, there would be no objection to the carrying out 
of this proposition for the inaccessible sewers, and as the 
exceedingly greater number of conduits in each sew^ag 
system consists of inaccessible sewers there would be 
maintained in this greater part of the system an amp

only be

-J



DRAINING OF KERR LAKE-

* N Interesting feature of 1913 mining development 
/X operations in the Cobalt district was the draining 

/-\of Kerr Lake in order to make available the ore 
in the immediate lake bottom, and also to allow 

the lake to be carried on with greater 
ine- notes on these draining operations

prospecting 
safety. The „
at Kerr Lake during the summer and autumn ot 1913 
have been supplied by Mr. Robert Livermore, manager 
of the Kerr Lake Mine, and appear in the recent report 
of the Temiskaming and Northern Ontario Railway, 
prepared by Mr. Arthur A. Cole, Mining Engineer to 
the Commission :—

After the granting of permission in May, by the 
Mining Commissioner to dewater Kerr Lake, work was 
taken'in hand at once. All preliminary surveys had been 
made some time previously, defining the route for the 
water via a 20-in. pipe line directly from Kerr to Giroux 
Lake crossing the Kerr Lake property over the height 
of land between the two lakes. The greatest elevation 
of the line above water level of Kerr Lake is 53 feet, the 
linear distance from lake to lake 2,400 feet, and the 
difference in,elevation between the two lakes 20 feet.

Kerr Lake at this time covered an area of 30 acres, 
of which 18 belonged to the Crown Reserve, 6 to Kerr 
Lake, and 6 to the former Drummond Mine. The pur
chase of the latter acreage by the Crown Reserve and 
Kerr Lake Companies jointly included the total area, of 
Kerr Lake under the ownership of the latter companies, 
by whom the entire operation was jointly undertaken 
and managed. Soundings made of Kerr Lake during 
the previous winter had established the fact that there 

approximately 400,000,000 gallons of water and 
semi-liquid mud. Giroux Lake covers some 230 acres, 
and is of great depth, with a large outlet flowing, to the 
Montreal River, so that by using the direct route instead 
of via Kerr Lake outlet and Glen Lake, to Giroux as at

possibility of flooding other

were

first proposed, there was no 
properties.

On account of the necessity of pumping a certain 
amount of mud together with the water in order to clear 
the bottom of the lake sufficiently for mining purposes, 
and on account of the changing level of Kerr Lake, and 
the consequent increase of head against which this 
terial must be pumped, a pumping plant capable of

ma-

air will then be performed by the soil pipes, or if 
this is insufficient an additional number of special vent 
pipes have to be provided.

The question as to the most efficient system of the 
ventilation of public sewers can therefore be answered 
thus : By constantly keeping a circulation of air in the 

during the time of dry weather flow, thus prevent-
to elimi-

sewer

sewers
ing development of gases, and at time of storm

air tension. Therefore, there must be a constantnate
circulation during dry weather from the perforated man
hole and street gullies, without a trap, through the sewer 
to the soil pipes placed in a warm location and carried 
above the roof, and in times of rain an air current must 
be possible in the reverse direction from the down pipes 
to the manholes. The gullies without a trap and the soil 
pipes have to perform the separation of the attracted
atmospheric air. ,

In such a manner it would be possible to remove the 
sewage from houses and premises without creating a 
nuisance or source of danger to the health of the com
munity by the sewer air, and thus the modern system, 
that of numerous openings to the air, will have reached 
the highest degree of perfection.

circulation and during times of storm the air quantities 
introduced by the roof water would easily be removed. 
With this construction no special auxiliary means, such 
as vent shafts, would be required. In larger sewers this 
proposal can scarcely be effected. Here also, a possibly 
high introduction of house drains would be desired. . A 
higher location of the mouth in height of the springing 
line could not be attained as already in normal conditions 

, in larger sewers complaints of offences become numerous
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Fig. 8.—Air Inlets.

by the workmen in consequence of the splashing of 
sewage. Thus in big sewers where the distance between 
the manholes is greater, the adoption of vent shafts must 
be introduced.

has further series of sub-Every sewerage system 
terranean structures not to be avoided, such as side en-

At these points the airtrances or shafts with stairs.
Would reach, under circumstances, abnormal tensions. 
On the other hand, these chambers will flood during 
times of storm and will be covered with sludge so that in 
such cases sufficient ventilation should be provided. These 
should be located at the highest points, as a nuisance to 
Passers-by and neighbors may arise. . I hey should also 
be equipped with special vent pipes which lea e .
Places in the atmosphere. In Paris, for instance, this is 
done by the use of the numerous public urinals, and in 
Dresden special superstructures have been erected over 
special entrances. (Figs. 6 and 7.) In some cities the 
efficiency of these vent pipes has been increased by arti
ficial means, and in Brunswick gas stoves were used until 
recently in the trunk sewer vents. Leipzig use wo 
electric fans to increase the suction through the vents, 
^hile in Magdeburg the aspiring ability of houses and 
high chimneys for the removal of the sewer air has been 
effective, similar to the ventilating efficiency of the soil 
Pipes. In low-lying districts where manhole covers are 
air-tight, generally on account of floodings which occur, 

of ventilation must be adopted. In order to 
effect the circulation by two groups at different levels, a 
number of inlets have to be installed in lieu of an - g 
manhole covers which could be designed in such a man
ner as is used in England. (Fig- 8.) The removal of the

to suitable

other means
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directly to the water level of Giroux Lake and latei 
extended m a long curve b, extra lengths » pipe, and 
by a flume, to a remote cove of the lake, in order 
avoid muddying the main body of the water.

As the two operating companies, and the Cobalt 
Mine, formerly obtained their water for mine 

from Kerr Lake, a new supply
was necessary to take its place. To th‘s ^ gh^re^of 
manent pumping plant was installed on the sho ^ 
Giroux Lake. A well 10 ft. square and 12 ft. deep w 
sunk in solid rock at the water s edge, and a 5-lt. 
blasted through to the lake. Over this well a pmup-h^e 
was erected, and two single-stage turbine PU™PS> eac 
of a capacity of 500 imperial gallons per minute against 
a head of 175 ft., driven by direct-connected motors, 
were installed The speed of operations of these pumps 
is 1,750 revolutions per minute. The motors are e h 

h n 2 200 volts 5-phase, and 60 cycles. The water 
Sr?yfng line for this supply is of 84». spiral, meted, 
bohed, join, pipe, .,3<>o m '««8», h|I es.
a 46-ooo-gallon receiving tank, erected on the highest 
point of land between the two properties. - 
tank the supply for the different mines is- piped. tan^Bythe arrangement of .he pump intakes ,n..he»eU 
above described, the difficulty of protecting the suction 
ST against freezing, and of building secure pt-rs,
which would have been met with had the 
carried out into the lake, were obviated. The various 
distributing pipe lines were securely protected^ams 
freezing by water-tight wooden boxes filled with saw 
dust, and heated by a i-in. line carrying steam from the

boilers.

was
great flexibility, not only in the nature of the material 
to be handled, and efficiency against a varying head, but 
also in changeability of base, had to be designed. This 
plant as finally installed consisted of four single-stage 
centrifugal pumps, arranged in two units. Each unit 
made a compound pumping outfit of two pumps, arranged 
one on each end of the base, with a direct-coupled motor 
between the two. The pump shells were ij4 m. thick, 
with removable side discs, the runners being of the en
closed type, capable of handling solids up to 4 m. m 
diameter. Each unit was designed to deliver not less 
than 3,000 gal. per min. at the highest elevation to be 
encountered. At the start the four pumps were to work 
in parallel, each discharging its own stream into the 
main pipe through specially cast fittings. When the head 
became so great that the best efficiency was not to be 
had a change could be made from parallel to tandem 
operation simply by connecting the discharge from one 
pump of each unit to the intake of the other, y w ic 
arrangement two units, each of a two-stage tandem 
pump, could be obtained. The pumps were built by the 
Morris Machine Works, of Baldwinsville, New York. 
Their total weight is 28,000 lbs. The motors to run the 
pumps were furnished by the Canadian Alhs-Chalmers 
Company. They are 250 h.p. induction motors, 2,200 
volts, 3-phase, 60 cycles, having a synchronous speed 
of 1,200 revolutions per minute.

The pumps were
Crown Reserve shops on ,
western fir throughout. 6-in. x 6-in. frame timbers, an 
3-in. plank for sides, deck, and bottom were used. After 
installing the pumps and motors the scow was housed 
with a weather-tight superstructure.

Power was obtained from the line of the Northern 
Ontario Light and Power Company, which passes through

Flexibility of connection was obtained between the 
pumps and'- the shore end of the pipe by 20-in. flexible 
ball and expansion joints, joined by a connecting flanged 
length of 20-in. pipe. As the level of the lake owered 
new lengths of pipe were inserted between the ball joints, 
and supported by trestle bents, having slings for lowering 
the pipe as the level changed. The ball joint on shore 
was firmly bolted to a cement pier, and when the scows 
distance from shore became too great for practicab e 

of the connecting lengths of pipe, the ball joint 
moved down to the new water line, and re-estab-

moored with wire

Comet 
and domestic purposes

From this

built at themounted on a scow
the shore of Kerr Lake, of

A signal system, in which a float m the receiving 
tank bygmaking various electrical contacts at different 
stages of water, lit warning lights and sounded an alarm 
bdl at the pump-house, was put in, and was found to

work ^C“ss/L! ^ pumps were started on August 28th, 
and Lerat ons pmceeded steadily until the cold weathe 
fn the ffitter part of November caused suspension o 
wort until this spring. The clear water was taken ou 
very rapidly, and during the last three weeks of 
fall’s operations the pumps were were
In all, some 325,000,000 gal. of mud a g
removed at an average rate of 6,000 gal. per mi . 3
actual working days. ,„,Qtprerl lastAlthough the lake was not totally de-watered la
season a sufficiently large area was cleared to _ make 
available for stoping and development the most impo 
tant blocks of ground of the two companies, and it wa 
demonstrated that the remaining fluid could be pumpe
WithS«LmMmd®ten?' veins w,„ disclosed some of 

which had not been known before. °ne f bed
aging features revealed by the exposure of ,the la*e 

the fact that the top parts of the veins had
through oxidation of leaching by the lake

handling mud alone-

support 
was L-
lished on a new pier. The scow 
hawsers at each corner passing to shore. These hawsers 
were manipulated by small capstans set up on shore 
and on the deck of the scow. In addition, two 30-tt. 
14-in. x 10-in. spuds were provided, running in wooden 
guides at the stern of the scow, which could be raised 
and lowered at will, but in practice it was found that 
the mooring lines were ample to hold the scow in position.

The 20-in. pipe line connecting the two Jakes was 
of the spiral, riveted, bolted, joint type, suppbed by the 
American Spiral Pipe Works. This pipe was laid on the 
ground where possible, but where inequalities of the 
country made it necessary, on simple bents, two to each 
length. When the pipe crossed the township highway 
it was laid in a culvert blasted from the rock, and where 
it crossed the track of T. and N.O Railway it was 
carried over, at a distance of 23 ft. above the rail, by 
two four-post towers, built of 8-in. x 8-in. timbers, some
what of the ordinary aerial tram type. The angle of 
crossing made a span of 90 ft-, for which three flanged 
lengths were used, supported by strap hangers, at 8-fit. 
intervals, hooking over four #-m. cables passing

in pairs, and anchored by logs
carried

was

was 
little affected
waters. the usual delays in delivery of equip-

in tneAllowing for , . _
ment, and for a few changes of minor importance 
working out of the scheme, the installation was exp 
ditious, and the operation successful from standp°^e 
of the two companies concerned. The novelty of 
undertaking consisted not so much in the mere pro) 
of pumping out the lake, as in the working out of «. 
numerous details, to which careful v
sary owing to the wide difference in the nature of 
terial to be handled by the pumps acting from a moving 

ever-increasing head, and in these
have been satislacbase against 

spects the problems involved 
torily solved.

an
seem to

the tops of the towers 
set 6 ft. under a stone fill. The pipe line was

-I
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much carbonaceouslocality. These shales contained so 
matter, as to be practically useless for the manufac ure 
of clay wares. The carbon burns out of these shales wit ° 
a bright flame, when they become heated to about 500 
C., behaving in this respect like oil shales.

A plant for the manufacture of clay products is under 
construction at Carmen, this point being selected on ac
count of the distributing facilities it offers for the manu
factured wares. It is proposed to use the Niobrara shales 
from the Pembian Mountains near Leary, on the Carmen- 
Hartney branch of the Canadian Northern Railway. A 
carload of this shale was brought to Toronto during the 
winter and tested on a commercial scale in a sewer-pipe 
plant The working and drying qualities of this shale 
were good, and a fairly satisfactory product with a bright 
salt glaze was turned out of the kiln.

Owing to the carbonaceous matter, and gypsum 
which this shale contains, the burning of wares made from 
it will be attended by some difficulty, until they are over- 

by experience.

PROGRESS OF INVESTIGATION OF CLAY 
RESOURCES.*

By J. Keele,
Geological Survey of Canada.

URING the season of 1913, the writer and two 
members of the staff of the Geological Survey 

engaged in examining clay deposits in various 
The western provincesD other

were
parts of the Dominion, 

received the most attention, as they are dependent to a 
much larger extent on clay products for structural ma
terials than the east. . . . ..

The testing of clays and shales is one of the most 
of this investigation, and occupies

An outline of the results
con-important parts

siderable time in the laboratory. _ 
of the field and laboratory work is as follows.

Manitoba.—An examination was made of the shale 
deposits which are interbedded with the dolomitic lime
stones at the quarries in Stony Mountain and Stonewall. come

White Fire Clay Beds in Dirt Hills, Saskatchewan.

A mixture of the Niobrara and Pierre shales, both 
of which will occur abundantly in the Pembina mountains, 
will be found to give better results for sewer pipe.*

A consignment of clay samples from Sprague were 
tested in the laboratory. These, on testing, were found 
to be very similar to the surface clays at Winnipeg, they 
consist of an upper buff burning brick clay and a lower

the lower clay

* 1

red burning clay. It is impossible to
its defective working qualities, but the 

excellent common building brick.

use'
■ 5? Æm account ofon

upper clay makes
Saskatchewan.—An examination was made of the 

clay deposits in the vicinity of the city of Saskatoon, and 
several samples were collected for testing. The results 
of the tests were not encouraging, as the materials present 
certain difficulties for successful working, and when these 

only the common grades of clay

an

Eastern Edge of PorcupineShale and Sand-stone Beds on
Hills, Southern Alberta.

Formation, Near Alix, Alberta. wares canare overcome 
be made from them.

Clay deposits at the town of Kamsack were investi
gated, the materials available at this point being buff 
burning surface clay overlying Niobrara shales of the 
Cretaceous formation.

The surface clays will make good building brick if 
burned sufficiently hard, but there is a tendency toward 
underburning and the consequent production of soft,

White "Clay in Edmonton
hard and gritty, they become 

water,Although these shales are and whh
fairly plastic when n Y ciay.WOrking machinery,
and capable of being m they burn to
Their lime =»•«"=- howe™ j ^ ^ ^ 3
a P»™us chalky bodyM^ ^ c/mpe,e with the surface 
dijfof the district, which require no grindmg and burn 

,0 a dens, bod, a, iowe, Mafeking,

probably taken from the 
which outcrops in this

porous wares.
The Niobrara shale in this vicinity is unworkable by 

wet moulded processes, owing to its excessive shrinkage 
and cracking in drying. This shale might be used for

sent to
Samples of dark grey 

the laboratory for testing, were 
Benton division of the Cretaceous

*Clay and Shale Deposits of the Western Provinces, 
Part II., page 93.

of R. W. Brock, Deputy♦Published by permission 
of Mines.Minister, Department
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rather sandy clay, with good plasticity and working 
qualities. It burned to a grey vitrified body at cone 9, 
and fused at cone 20. No information was received re
garding the extent of the deposit or its distance from the
nearest railroad. .

Several samples of easily fusible, red burning c ays 
were also collected at various localities from the Laramie 
formation in southern Saskatchewan. Most of these are 
open to objection on account of their poor drying qualities, 
and excessive shrinkages. It is possible that some of 
them can be used when mixed with the grey burning 
semi-refractory clays to produce bodies suitable for sewer 
pipe, face brick or fireproofing.

A sample of Pleistocene surface clay was 
from Davidson, on the Regina branch of the Canadian 
Northern Railway. This clay cracked so badly in drying 

be used for brick-making .by any of the

red dry-pressed bricks if the losses through fire checking
did not run too high. . . ,

There is an extensive shale deposit almost precisely
examination of whichsimilar to this at Swift Current, an 

proved it to be subject to the same objections.
The Laramie formation in southern Saskatchewan 

contains clays which are the most valuable in the province.
The most important materials of this formation are 

the white or light grey, often sandy fire clays, and other 
deposits of a similar nature, but containing impurities 
which, for want of a better name, are called semi
refractory clays. ,

The fire clays of this region have fusing points be
tween Cone 27 (1,670° C.) and Cone 32 (1,750 L,.„ 
while the latter fail in the fire test at Cone 15 (M3° 
to Cone 25 (1,630° C.).

Certain deposits of these types have already been 
described in published reports,* but their occurrence at 
a number of additional localities were recorded during 
the season of 1913, by Mr. B. Rose, of the Geologica 
Survey and the writer, brief notes of which are as follows :

Fire clay occurs on sec. 14, tp. n, Rg. 28, west o 
the 2nd meridian. This deposit is situated near the north 
end of Lake of the Rivers, not far from the Expanse 
branch of the Canadian Pacific Railway, and the Avon ea 

1 branch of the Canadian Northern Railway. Lignite also 
occurs in this vicinity.

Greyish white, soft clay, which is very gritty, was 
found in sec. 30, tp. 6, Rg. 18, west of the 2nd meridian. 
This clay has good plasticity and drying qualities, it 
burns white to grey, vitrified about Cone 10, and fuses at

Brooking, on the

received

that it cannot
ordinary processes.

An effort will be made to use this clay by what is 
known as the ante-fired process, which consists in first 
calcining the clay in heaps as it comes from the bank. 
The calcined clay is ground in dry pans, mixed with a 
small percentage of lime, pressed into brick shapes, 
which are hardened in cylinders under a pressure of 120 
pounds of steam. The method of procedure after the 
burned clay is ground is the same as in making sand 
lime brick. This process is in the experimental stage at 
present, but it may provide a way for using those clays 
which crack in drying.

serious difficulty in 
of the

Drying defects in clays
many of the Saskatchewan localities, and is one 
reasons that there are no brick plants along the main 
line of the Canadian Pacific Railway in this province. 
The probable cause of this defect, and a method of treat
ment to overcome it, was given in one of the reports o 
the Geological Survey.*

Alberta.—Our investigations up to the present time, 
have succeeded in recording the occurrence of fire clays 
only at one locality in this province. It is possible that 
fire clays, similar to those in Saskatchewan, will be found 
in the small area of the Laramie formation which extend 
into the southeastern portion of Alberta when the line 
of the Weyburn-Lethbridge branch of the Canadian Pa- 

under construction, reaches that

are a

Cone 20. This deposit is situated near 
Canadian Northern Railway lines.

A deposit of greyish white clay with rusty lumps, 
which farmers in the vicinity use as a plaster, occurs

west of the 2nd meridian. I his 
Its shrinkage is 

are unknown. It

on
sec. 31, tp. 3, Rg. 24, 
clay is very plastic, stiff and sticky, 
rather high, and its drying qualities 
burns to a buff color, vitrifies at Cone 10, with numerous 
dark fused spots on surface of test pieces. It fuses

at Cone 20.
A bed of light grey, highly plastic clay was found 

about 7 miles south of Mortlach, on sec. 17> IP- R§f- 
1, west of 3rd meridian. This clay is said to be about 9 
feet thick. It is overlain by a thin seam of lignite, and 
a bed of brown clay, containing gypsum particles. It 
burns to a cream color at lower temperatures, and be- 

grey at high temperatures. It is vitrified at cone
It resembles a stoneware

cific Railway, now . . .
locality. Only a feW places in Alberta were visited dui ing 
the limited time at my disposal this season, which will be
referred to briefly.

The occurrence of white clay near Nevis on the La- 
combe branch of the Canadian Pacific Railway, w as 
brought to my attention earlier in the season by Mr. J. 
O. Williams, of Camrose. This deposit was visited and
samples collected for testing.

The material is a hard white or light grey shale about 
4 feet in thickness. It is overlain by impure brown clay 
and underlain by grey shale impregnated with “bentonite.

The white shale is extremely plastic when ground 
and mixed with water, and cracks on drying.

It burns to a white to grey body, vitrifies at cone 9, 
and fuses at cone 16. It is not a fire clay.

The margin of the Porcupine hills nearest to the 
town of Macleod was also examined, and samples taken 
from 3 outcrops of shale at different levels. None of 
these proved to be refractory when tested.

A further examination was made of the shale deposits 
The samples collected at this point were

comes
9, and fuses at about cone 20. 
clay, being very smooth and plastic, but the shrinkages 
in air-drying and burning are rather high.

Some samples of semi-refractory clay from southern 
Saskatchewan were sent to the clay-testing laboratory for 
examination. The amounts of clay sent were small, and 
no data was given regarding quantity or distribution of 
the deposits. One from the banks of the Frenchman 
River, near Eastend, resembles a stoneware clay, as it 
has good plasticity, rather smooth and burns to a grey 
vitrified body at cone 5- H fused at cone 15-

A small sample of clay was received from one of the 
smaller areas of the Laramie formation, north of the 
south branch of the Saskatchewan, sec. 17, tp. 21, Rg.
10, west of the 3rd meridian. This is the first specimen

It is a greyish white,to be recorded from this area.
at Didsbury.

*Preliminary Report of the Clay and Shale Deposits 
of the Western Provinces, Chapter III. ; Part II. Clay 
and Shale Deposits of Western Provinces, Chapter III.

*Clay and Shale Deposits of the Western Provinces, 
Part II., Chapter VII.
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the raw clay. This would improve its working, drying 
and burning qualities.

Lab. No 190.—From point on N.W. shore of Mus
keg River, between head of portage and mouth of river.

A light grey, very plastic clay, with good working 
and drying qualities. It burns to a cream colored, dense, 
steel-hard body at cone 3, with a total shrinkage of 9/0, 
and softens when heated up to the temperature of cone 
27. This is a good example of a stoneware clay, and is 
also a fire clay. It is the most refractory clay at present 
known to occur in the province of Alberta.

Lab. No. 191.—From Moose River, interbedded be
tween bituminous sand and Devonian limestone.

Dark grey, very plastic, smooth, fine grained clay of 
the stoneware type, 
body at cone 3, with rather high shrinkage, and fuses 
at cone 18.

Summary.—These four examples of clay are alike in 
many of their physical characteristics, and appear to 
occur in the same geological horizon, viz., underlying the 
tar sands, on the Athabasca River, and its tributaries.

satisfactory with regard to their working and burning 
properties, but a complete section of the beds could not be 
obtained.

It is impossible to state whether there is a work
able body of shale or whether the sandstone beds were 
in excess.

These shales are in the Paskapoo formation, which 
yields the best material so far found in the province for 
the manufacture of wire cut brick, face brick or fire
proofing.

Four samples from the clays and shales of the coal 
measures at Castor, sent to the laboratory for examina
tion, were found to be defective in their drying qualities. 
These were from the Edmonton formation. Burns to a salmon colored dense

Drying defects in the clays of both the Edmonton 
and Belly River members of the Cretaceous are quite 
common." A drying test should always be made in the 
preliminary examination of these materials. A chemical 
analysis of a clay or shale is useless, the physical tests 
are the only guide to their value.

Athabasca River.—The following notes
refer to some samples of clay collected by _________
Mr. Sidney Ells, who examined the deposits 
of tar sands in Northern Alberta during last
summer.

It may be noted that the clays secured 
merely small samples from the surface 

of outcrops. During the warm weather 
bitumen and lighter oils seep out of the 
overlying tar sands, and run down more or 
less over the underlying strata. It is, 
therefore, possible that the body of these 
clays may be free of the contamination that 
exists on the outcrop from this cause.

An effort will be made during the com
ing field season to secure larger and 
representative samples of these clays.

Lab. No. 187.—Dark grey, nearly black 
clay underlying bituminous sand on Moose 
River.

&were

m' - ■ Wt#

/

u?,V ■

more

This clay is very plastic, fine grained.
It works up rather stiff, and 

slightly sticky. Dries very slowly, with a 
drying shrinkage of b.5%. This c ay con 
tains such a large percentage of asphaltic carbon that it 
is very hard to burn without swelling, unless burned very 
slowly during the oxidation stag^, with

expulsion of" carbon, so that the oxidizing process of this 

clay is tedious.

Typical example of clay and lignite beds in valley of Big Muddy River
South Saskatchewan.and smooth.

They are very fine-grained sediments, and low in fluxing 
impurities, No. 190 being exceptionally so, hence they 

refractory than any of the Cretaceous clays 
from the southern part of the province.

The samples were too small in size to allow of com
plete determinations concerning their working and dry
ing qualities, but they appear to be free from the drying 
defects so common to the western Cretaceous clays.

These clays are of the stoneware type, being exceed
ingly plastic, and burning to a light colored dense body 
at cone 5, while they retain their shape without softening 
when fired to much higher temperatures. Their most 
serious defect is due to the presence of asphaltic carbon, 
which renders the safe burning of wares made from them 
a difficult process. Nos. 190 and 191 appear to be free 
from this impurity, as far as could be told from the small 
samples, and these clays would be valuable for many 
purposes.

are more

light red color at the lower tern- 
buff or grey at higher. It vitrifiesThe clay burns to a 

peratures, and to a 
about cone 5, and is fused at cone _o.

This clay is of the stoneware type, but the carbon it 

contains is a detriment.
east bank of Athabasca River,Lab. No. 188.—From 

Vi mile above McMurray, Alta.
exceedingly plastic, and smooth,A dark grey clay,

smelling strongly of asphalt when damp.
It burns to a light red color at a tow 

becoming grey when heated up to cone 5 or thereab u s.

It fuses at cone 16. Owing to their position under heavy overburdens, 
and the remoteness from transportation at which these 
deposits occur, it is doubtful if they can be included in 
the economic resources of the region, at least for some 
time to come.

Owing to its fineness of grain, ^..^^on^this' 

contains a certain percentage of asp uniess a
clay is verv hard to burn. It could noi uc 
certain amount of it were calcined, ground, and added to



quite easy to determine, we may be able ^ ^nte down 
an exact, instead of an approximate, value for 
critical load.

For a strut, the cross-section of which changes from 
point to point along its axis by any but a .simple^con
tinuous law, the determination may conveniently be cam

graphically. Any deflection curve initially assumed 
constitutes on a base-line through the free end parallel to 
the original direction a curve of bending moments 
(M = P (y. — y), Fig. I) for the strut under the action ot
the thrust, and well-known graphical processes &lve. ®
resulting deflections. An equation of displacements th 
gives the first approximation to the critical load. The 
resulting curve of deflections may in turn be simlla J 
treated to give a second curve, and so on until reasonab 
constancy is attained. Whether the treatment be gra
phical or algebraic, if the arbitrary choice of a first de
flection curve should happen to correspond to the true 
form, the second form will exactly correspond to the 
first, and exact repetition will follow as often as the pro 
cess is carried out.

The following examples illustrating this method 
worked out for the case of a olumn fixed at one end an 
quite free at the other; fro this case other important 
ones can be simply deduced by well-known relations. 
The first example is worked in some detail.

out

are

Fig. 1.

constants of integration, obtain a general expression 
the deflection a.t any cross-sect,on of the column 
Fourthly, equate the resulting deflection at the 
to that previously assumed, and solve for the load. This 
is the approximate solution previously described a™L™ J 
be called a first approximation. Next write t e gen 
expression for deflection in terms of the derived vaue a 
the free end ; this is a second approximation to the true 
form, and if treated in the same way as theJ^st 
mation will yield a third approximation, and so on m 
definitely, each step yielding m general a new ftoml 
form and a new value of the critical load. Successive 
values, after a few repetitions, tend noticeably towards 
a fixed limit, and this is the true critical value. It is quite 
easv to obtain a good approximation from a straight line 
as I firsï approximation ; this gives a linear distribution 
of bending moment corresponding to a cantilever wi 
transverse end load, so that the second approximation 
starts with a curve corresponding to the cantilever curve. 
Particularly with such a simple initial assumption it wd 
generally be noticed that the successive coeffic-ents m the 
critical loads are falling into an ordered sequent and 
that after a few integrations the coefficients for furthe. 
approximations may be picked out by inspection from the 
sum of a series. By proceeding to the limiting value for 
an indefinitely great number of repetitions, which may

curve

?OH

">>
— r

HE usual process of obtaining Euler’s value of the 
critical load for the ideal case of a long, straight, 
axially loaded column of uniform cross-section is 
well known. It consists : (i) In writing from the 

simple theory of flexure the differential equation to the 
curve of bending in terms of the load, dimension , 
modulus of elasticity of the material, and an arbitrary 
deflection at some selected cross-section of the column. 
(2) In solving the equation in conformity with the assigne 
end conditions of the column, thus deriving general ex
pression for the deflection. (3) In equatin the appro
priate value of this general expression to the arbitrary 
value previously assumed at the selected cross-section 
and solving for the value of the load.

For the third step we may, of course, substitute the 
method of equating the elastic strain energy of the 
column to the work done by the load in producing the 
deflection. If we use the correct form of curve, the result 
will be identical with that obtained from an equation ot 
lateral displacements, but the work involved would be 

and this latter alternative therefore offers no

T

greater, 
advantages to the designer.

Now, if we assume a general form of deflection and 
represent it by an algebraic expression, and use this in 
an equation of displacements or in the equation ofwork, 
we shall obtain a value of the critical load. Whether the 
value so obtained is, or'is not, a good approximation to 
the true critical load depends mainly on whether the as
sumed form of deflection is, or is not, a good approxima
tion, to the true curve. For example, taking the funda
mental case of a column of length l, fixed in direction a 

end and quite free at the other, the deflection at a 
from the free end bears to that at the free end

a ratio of 1 — sin - - ; this curve lies fairly close to that

one 
distance x

l 2
taken up by a corresponding cantilever transversely loaded 

v 1 (l — xf (2 l + x)
at its free end, which gives a deflection

21’

of that at its free end, and if this latter form be assumed 
for the column deflection, a good approximation to the 
critical load will result. But in the case of a column 
which tapers from the fixed end to a very much smaller 
section at the free end, the corresponding assumption is 
not a safe one, and will lead in some cases to an enormous 
over-estimate of the critical load. The assumption of a 
curve flatter than the true form leads to over-estimates o 
the load, and that of a form of exaggerated general 
curvature leads to under-estimates.

Method of Successive Approximation.—The following 
method may be applied to struts of any kind, whether uni
form, in cross-section, or otherwise ; for the purpose o 
explanation, the case of a column fixed at one end an 
free at the other will suffice, but there is no limitation to 
the type of end condition in the application of the method.

deflection ofAs a first approximation, assume any 
the free end, and any simple form of flexural curve con
necting the free and the fixed ends^ven a straight line, 
however impossible as a final result—will serve in the first 
instance as a good starting-point.

♦Reproduced from April 24th issue of Engineering 
(London).

CRITICAL LOADS FOR IDEAL LONG COLUMNS. 

By Arthur Morley.
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And again substituting in (1), 
d~ y

Notation.-Let o, Fig. i, be the origin at the undis
turbed position of the free end of the strut, x be the dis
tance along the strut, and y the deflection. Let the suthx 
1 refer to the fixed end, and the suffix 0 to the free end. 
Let l be the length of the column, I the moment of inertia 
of its cross-section about a central axis in its plane, and 
E be Young’s modulus of elasticity for the material, and
P be the axial thrust at the free end.

Then, in all cases the equation of simple bending is :

1 x5 x3 25 x
= — P y« (--------- 5—+-------- ) (J3)

2 V V 2 l

1
El

dx2 8
from which,

1 x' x5 25 x3 61 272
E Z y =—P yo (---------— +---------- — lx + —l2) (14)

32 . 21 V Is 3 l 3

1

21
2721

(15)E I yo = — P yo x — ld2 y 2132. • (1)= p (yo-y)-E.l. EI42 EI
dx2

Example I. :— _ T
Let the column be of uniform section i.e., 1 —

constant. , , „ . . ,
First Approximation.—Assume the deflection to be

along a straight line 1 A (Fig. 1) i.e. :
l-x . *

y = ------yo, or y» - y = - • V°-

■ • (16)= 2.4706P =
l217 l2

The successive approximations are E I 4- l2 multi-
. etc., where theplied by 3, 2.5, 2.4706, 2.4677 . .

1
true coefficient is well known to be 71 — 2.4674 *- •

Each successive approximation for y approaches
x *

nearly the true value—viz., yo (1 - sin —. ).
I 2

• (2)
ll

Then equation (1) becomes:
d2 y more

(3)= Py oEI 1dx2 .) = 0.293 yo,Thus the true value at x = è / is y (1 -d y V2= o, andtwice under the conditionIntegrating whereas (2), (7), (12) give respectively 0.5 y„, 0.3125 y„ 
0.295 V°- Fhe successive curves are each flatter than 
the true curve, and give a value of P in excess of the 
true value.

An alternative to the form (2) would have been to

d x
the fixed end—i.e., when x = l.

P yo 1
E Z y =------ (— x3 - l2 x 4------ Is)

21 3

y = o at 2
(4)

3
assume a parabolic curve :—and at x = o, (l-x)2P. y». V

(17)(5) • y°y =Ely o =

from which the first approximation is
3 EI

p = ------ .

V3 d y
which satisfies both y = o and — = 0 for x — l. In this

d x(6)
EIV multipliedthe successive approximations areSecond Approximation.—Dividing (4) by (5)

r x3 3*
y — yo (----------*) *

which is the form for a cantilever with a transverse end 
load as might be foreseen from (3), m which the bending 
moment is "proportional to x; when Jnown might be 
chosen as a starting point instead of the simpler form (3),

which does not comply with the condition —— = o for

x =z l. Using the form (7) in (1),
d2 y 3 x 1

e i —- = p y° 1--------------

dx2 2 l
whence, proceeding as before, ^

P yo x
EI y = ------------- (10 ** ~ “

401 l

case
l3

These are below the true value 
more curva-

(7) by the factors 2.4, 2.4590.
I n2 ■ correspondingly the values of y indicate 
ture than in the true sine form. For x = il, (17) gives 

and the second approximation gives y =y = 0.25 yo,
0.2875 y», as against the above true value 0.293 y».

The form (17) is the curve taken by the column under 
the action of a couple at its free end. This will, with 
any type of column, give a curve of exaggerated curva
ture and an approximation on the safe side, to the critical 
load. It will also provide a starting-point for approach
ing the true limit from the safe side. By starting from 
both sides it is more easy to judge the value of the limit 
from a very few trials when the limit is approached slowly.

x3
. (8)

2 V

Example II. :—
Let I vary as the distance x from the free end—i.e. :___ 25 r x 4- 16 r) (9) x

(18)Z = — I,
l

First Approximation.—Assuming the form (2) equa
tion (1) becomes :—

and 16
(10)— PI2El y» =

40 d2 y
EI (19)E L------ ---  Py»

d x2

(11)
P = 2.5------

l2

Third Approximation. Dividing (9) by (10),
‘ ix 25 *

___________ +l) • (I2)
16 V 16 l

which gives :—
Pyo VP yo

• (20)5 ** - (x - Ï)2, and yo =y =
2 ELy = y° ( . 2 EL

8 l2

rer ■E9

1 X
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written from the numbers in Table L, overleaf. These 
numbers are interesting and very simply related ; the con
stitution of the first two lines is obvious, and the lowest 
number in each column is a repetition of the one above t.

after the first may be written by making each 
of that above and that to the left of it.

El 1
Successive approximations to the coefficient of ——

Hence
2 Eh

(21)P =
l2 All rows 

number the sumSecond Approximation.—
(x-iy

• (22)y = y o
v

when substituted with (18) in equation (1) gives:— 
d2 y obtained by dividing the sum of any column by the 

sum of the succeeding column ; for the word sum 
number” may be submitted, since the last term in any 
column is equal to the sum of the previous column, io 
reach any degree of approximation is now only a question 
of simple arithmetic, but we may algebraically proceed to 
the limiting value of the coefficient. The successiv. 
numbers in the (n + i)th column are.

n(n + 1) (n + 2)

2 l-x are
• • (23)= P y 0E h

ld x2
Two integrations then give:— 

P yo j- 1/6 x3 + lx1 -z!^ l2* + 2/3 r- (24)
y =

ELI
P yo r . (25) n(n + 1)x 2/zyo = - - 2,- HE L 1, n,

n (n + 1) (n + 2) (n + 3)
1.2.3 

n(n + 1)EL 1.2(26)
P = 3/2 etc.- 2 n - 3,Z2

'EL 21.2.3.4

The nth number is , , ,
n (n + 1) (n + 2) . . • • (2 n - 3) (2 n - 2)

in the values of PThe successive factors of —
Z2

,/2, or 1.5, 16/11 or 1,45. 495/34/ or M5l6- ■ .
assumption (17) is identical with (22), and leads to 

series of approximations.
The limit is in this case approached so rapidly that

are 2 
The 
the same

n - x
n{n+ x) (n + 2) . . • • (2n - 5)n(n+ 1) (n + 2)------ (an-4)

- 2
- 4

n(«3+ 1) (n + 2)-------- l2 n 6)EL may be taken as a good approximation. ------------- -, etc.,

n(n - 4) (n + x)M

P = x-45 - 3Z* n - 5
(n- 5) (n +2) (n + i)nExample III. :—

Let 1 vary as the square 
free end—i.e. :—

of the distance from the
1.21.2.

x2 - ( - 3) n - (n - 2).
• (27)I — L — • Taking the ratio of the «th number of the (n + i)th 

column to the (» + x)th number of the (n +_2)th column

aod *

the form (17) as a starting point, the
E L

Z2
Following the method_of the previous examples, the

in the values of P are 1,
EL

great, wesuccessive coefficients of

2/5, 5/14, /3, 7/22, • •
Here the limit is approached much 

evidently the first two approximations are velT 
vield very incorrect value of P on the unsafe s •_ 
the way in which the coefficients develop in the integra
tions (which would take too much space to reproduce n 
full) it becomes evident that successive values may be

If we assume
etc.

successive approximations to the coefficient of

V3, 6/13, 26/67, 134/381, etc., for which a table may be 
constructed to give further approximations by arithmetic 
the table is not quite so simple as Table I., but gives, o 
course, the same limiting value, and the alternative offers

are
slowly, and 

bad and
more

Table I. 1.1III111II 8 96 7543I 44352720145 9 . 154 
429 

1,001 
2,002

, 3,432
4,862 
4,862

48 11075285 14
165904214
297132

132
42 i ,001 

i,43° 
1,430

429
429

16,7964,862429 i,43°13214 42521Totals 4,8621,430429132425 1421EL
16,7961Coefficients of 4,862429 M3°132421452l2
0.28940.3182 0.308 0.300 0.29410.4 0.3571 0.33330.5Coefficients as decimals I

<r
 m

I 3

co 8
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electrical directory.A NEW
_ t-,1 _i "nirertorv.—The last semi-annuai

The McGraw Elect Direct0ry has been received.
issue of the Mcpra™,Econtains a list of central station, in 
This very useful book contains * iving for each sta-
the United States ipment personnel of operating
tion full particulars ofTX ?s“ue gives the details of 434 
force, ownership, etc - municipal systems. This list
Canadian companies, 1 ^een organized since the
includes nine compame ‘lv qst The total number of
publication of the last h - not including sub-
generating stations m purchasing energy is 28,
stations. The number Qf municipal systems purchas
able there is anequa municipal lighting systems. In
ing energy, inere are /s • d bv 244 0f the firms or
Canada, electrical supplie r information is also con-
municipalities. Much 7se™6topageS) size 4K"x8/2".
tained in the volume, wh $ and it can be ordered 
The price of the Department,
through the Canadian Engineer book

,^-SS? ASSStSSS ÎSÆ«W£L‘S:
proved by the Illinois public^ York^ta^that the New York
CentÎjreThr contracted for,7. 300 freight

order is the largest since the purchase o has
by the Pennsylvania lmes^^The ^ F(mndry Com_

divided its order bétwe h Car Company, the former to 
S;!- cars?!" ^ 3,ooo cars.

new

year

no advantages. By modifying a numerical coefficient in, 
the second approximation for y, we may bring the

E L
say,

near or exactlyresulting value of the coefficient of

from theto i, but the succeeding values will go away 
true coefficient, and then gradually approach it again, so 
that the simplest assumption (2) appears to be as good 
as any other. This example scarcely represents a type 
of practical column, but it illustrates well the method o 
successive approximation and the entire unreliability of 
the early approximations in certain cases of columns of 
variable section. Its exact solution may be obtained from 
the differential equation (1), which, with (27), becomes

PTPI2d2 y
y° ■ (28)x2 ■ y =+

ELd x2 EL
The solution under the assigned conditions is— 

E 7,
andP = J

)log+ i
l l

a value which will, of course, repeat itself after a 
succession of integrations, of equation (1). How great y 
the second value of y, which is

xXX
• (30)yo (— log — - — + l) •

III
corresponding to the end loaded cantilever curve differs 
from (29) is evident by comparing the values of y for, 
say> x = /3Z; the form (29) gives y = 0.105 yo, while

(30) gives y = 0.301 yo. . .... „
The weakness of this column lies in the e* . y of 

its free end, which would also reach the elastic 
fore the critical load, unless modified in shape.

(To be continued.)

UNIT PRICE vs. LUMP SUM CONTRACTS.

have been advanced to upholdANY arguments
the advantages and disadvantages of the vari
ous methods in vogue by which the contractor 
receives his remuneration for work which he 

has undertaken to do. It is generally understood that 
there are imperfections connected with each, but that 
under certain conditions one may be considerably better 
than another. In a paper which he read last fall at the 
10th annual convention of the American Road Guilders 
Association in Philadelphia Mr. H. C. Hill brings forth 
a number of arguments in favor of the unit price method, 
and attempts to prove that in the majority of cases con
tract work on this basis is the correct method. He 
argues that percentage work is nothing more than day 
labor, so far as the cost of manual work is concerned.
It differs in total cost only in that there is at the start 
ar, organization with a certain knowledge of how the . 
work should be laid out and executed, directed by a man 
o’- firm whose reputation for doing work at a reasonable 
cost is at stake.

The following is a portion of Mr. Hill’s paper:
Contract work has every advantage that percentage 

work has, and something in addition, namely, an incen
tive, which constantly spurs every man, to a 
less’ degree, depending upon his nature, to do the work 
set before him in the most economcial manner and with 
the least expenditure of energy. Some will say that this 
is too true and leads in a few cases to poor work. It 
this is so, it is not the fault of the method, but the fault 
of those doing the work, more particularly those having 
supervision ; for it is possible to eliminate entirely those 
contractors who desire only to make as large a profit 
as possible, irrespective of the class of work done and 
it has been done.

M

more or

An attempt has been made to instill “incentive” into 
percentage work by establishing a price on each unit 
of work and paying a bonus on a sliding scale if the work 
is done at a cost less than that first agreed upon. This 
is a very delusive point, and those familiar with the 
variable factors in cost data will readily see the futility 
of it. Furthermore, it will not take much of a mathe
matician to figure that it is the percentage and not the 
bonus that gives the contractor his profit, unless the 
agreed price is considerably higher than the actual cost 
should be. It being true,' then, that percentage work 
tends to increase the cost of the work, there remains the 
question of under what method of payment contract work 
shall be done.

In comparing the. advantages and disadvantages of 
lump sum and unit price contracts, it is possible to con
sider them under two heads, namely, the engineering 
feature and the moral aspect.

The point upon which the advocates of the lump 
method lay the greatest stress is that the cost of 

work is reduced by having the engineering charges a 
minimum. Those of this opinion are wont to tell how 
much cheaper work is done, basing their comparison on 
an average cost—as in highway construction the average 
cost per mile—instead of basing the comparison upon 
the actual amount of material moved or used. The truth 
or falsity of this statement is not subject to any specific 
proof, for it is impossible to have the same piece of work 
done by both methods, but it is subject to proof in a 
general way. A very close approximate might be ob
tained, if desired, by procuring bids for the same piece 
of work on each method, then after the completion of 
the work comparing the average of all the lump sum pro
posals with the average total of the unit price proposals,

sum
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deductions asmay possible
much is involved that only as

using, sato“iSby1ratL1r2imate!hbmCt“hae

as low on a lump sum proposal as he w 11 1

of which it is

in progress
the lump sum method, so . , . t
the last resort is any change made. This is unfortunate, 
for often during construction it is possible to make some 
alteration that will improve the work and perhaps save 
more than the total engineering expense of having the 
work done on a unit price basis.

the advantages of the unit price con- 
the engineering standpoint, they 

the moral standpoint. To make
con-

and for this reason
certain factors ^ after they are

except it be a per- 
less of

agree to 
contains
impossible definitely to
encountered, and every contract ^

have no dfect upon the amount of money received by
the contractor for doing the work. estimates for

In some cases under lump sum bids, estimate= ”

EBr ^ cLS Æ? S, srs
—B^b!dqr ^ WS””;far «

is concerned under this method, estimates are 

£££ a^/Sie'eSfi^Xhe worh

Great as are 
tracts, viewed from 
are even greater from .
money is obviously the principal object of every 
tractor who earns a living by his work. The word prin
cipal” is used instead of “first” to differentiate H.s 
first object should be to do as good work as is intended 
bv the specifications. It is, however, the nature of many 
people not to do the task set before them in as careful, 
thorough and complete a manner as desirable. In 
respect contractors, and more particularly their 
ployees are not unlike others ; hence the importance of 
any method of payment that will remove the temptation 
to do poor work. It needs only a superficial examination 
of a lump sum contract to see that not only is the incen
tive to do faithful work absent, but there is also a pre
mium for not doing it.

em-

STEEL DIRECT FROM ORE.those

Now that modern conditions demand such severe speci
fications for steel, it is an undoubted fact that the steelmaker 
is experiencing greater and grater difficulty f*“h
demands. The difficulties experienced in ell™toat>ng such 
impurities as oxygen, phosphorus, sulphur and siiicon, and 
the practical failure to eliminate nitrogen and hydrogen, have 
naturally led to a search for a method of manufacture whh 
which a purer steel could be more readily obtained. An 
account of some experiments to this end were given at a 
meeting of the Iron and Steel Institute of Great Britain re
cently An electric furnace was selected, the ease with which 
it can be controlled, and oxidizing and reducing conditions 
obtained at will, being the chief factors influencing this de
cision Three series of tests were made—viz.. (a) , direct 
reduction of silicious Swedish iron ore; (b) direct reduction 
of Swedish and a silicious Swedish iron o.e, with 30 per cent, 
of scrap mixed in the charge ; (c) direct reduction of Brazil 
ian iron ore. The result was tne production of a steel t 
great toughness, and having regard to the fact ^at so much 
is heard of the baneful effect of nitrogen and hydrogen in 
steel, it is claimed as a distinct advantage of the process that 
these gases are never introduced into the charge. I he re 
suit is that the conclusion has been arrived at, by those wh 
carried out the experiments, that with the aid of the moder 
electric furnace, and given satisfactory conditions, thz eco
nomic manufacture of steel direct from ore is a P actical 
possibility. It is suggested that a special type of Heroult 
furnace will be developed for the purpose, and Prol?aKy the 
best use for the process will be found in countries which pos
sess readilv available sources of water power together with 
deposits of pure rich ores. There is considerable scepticism, 
however, on the part of many as to the possibility of making 
anv such process a commercial success. That steel can be 
manufactured in this way is not denied, but its manufacture 

competitive commercial scale, except for very special 
purposes, is seriously doubted. The fact that it has been 
tried before and failed, however, does not necessarily prove 
conclusively this argument.

upon 
payment 
of no 
a variance

iS COThPeletheory of the unit price method is a very simple

Met .i?heTontrtXcforTs1oinbea JS fTjusf XTdoeJ

« siknown as unbalanced bidding, and consists of bidding 
Mgh on items the estimate of quantltleS„ofJ used or 
contractor’s judgment is lower *an J^^items’that

This results sometimes in putting an engineer m 
, • „ Those who condemn this metnoa
Sd al ùemüves if an unbalanced bid is any worse

unbalanced bidding schedule PreParf ^hods 
of unit once contract methods 
those who make the estimates

careful

an em-

than an _ .
gineers, and if criticism 
is not primarily due to
and not to the contractors. If engineers were as 
not to leave any loopholes in preparing estimates for con
tractors to bid on as they are making out specifications 
for doing the work, unbalanced bidding would become 

unknown quantity.

on a

almost an
Another advantage of having work done by unit 

orices is that it enables changes to be made while the 
work is in progress with the least possible1 chance1 ol^ any 
dispute and as a rule at a less cost than by the lump 
sum method. Oftentimes such changes are to the disad
vantage of the contractor, but the majority of hem 
realize that the changes are necessary for the Proper 
execution of the work ; and so much more satisfactory

boundary in Saskatchewan is reported to offer a chance for 
oil operations.” It is rumored in Regina that an oil expert 
will investigate the matter in the near future.
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not only with the machine men themselves but with the 
other men as well.

Ordinarily a road outfit will be working at some dis
tance from any machine shop where repairs can be readily 
obtained The building season is short at the best, and 
delays for machinery repairs very expensive. The super
intendent who can detect and remedy faults before they 
become dangerous and who can repair on the ground the 
ordinary breaks, is able to keep his plants working a much 
greater percentage of the possible working time and to 
save a larger proportion of maintenance and depreciation 
charges than the superintendent who lacks the thorough 
knowledge of his machinery.

MECHANICAL TREND OF ROAD CONSTRUCTION.

The problems which the development of mechanical 
traction upon our highways has occasioned are manifestly 
well distributed. The financing, engineering and con
struction phases of road building are each effected in 
relatively proportionate ways. Greater expenditure upon 
construction and maintenance for the first, changes in 
design and materials attended by new forces, and to be 
solved under more stringent conditions than formerly, for 
the second ; and changes in the method of carrying out 
these plans and designs, in the case of the third, have 
produced three-cornered problems coincident and inter
dependent upon each other.

The greatest changes, however, have transpired in 
the methods of construction. The production of labor- 
saving machinery and equipment, in evidence wherever 
there is a road development or organization, has created 

ecessity for expert attention and care, in order that 
be efficient of operation and long of

“PRACTICAL” AND “THEORETICAL” 
DESIGNING.

In The Canadian Engineer for June 4th, 1914, 
appeared an article entitled “Practical Design of Steel 
Structures.” The writer, as the title suggests, is em
phatic in his estimation of the value of “practical” com
pared with “theoretical” design. Some interesting com
ments upon the paper have appeared in a recent issue of 

Engineering and Contracting,” which will be found in
teresting, no doubt, by many who had read the article 
referred to. Our contemporary emphasizes the absurdity 
of any division of the subject into two classes: “practical 
designing” and “theoretical designing,” as follows:

One is just as “practical” as the other, and neither 
is “theoretical” (which means not practical or depending 
on theory). The making of preliminary plans most cer
tainly should be in charge of a man who is essentially 
practical.
attempt to set apart, arbitrarily, one branch of engineer
ing design as “theoretical,” and assign to it men who 
have received training in our engineering schools, and 
another branch as “practical,” and to place in charge of 
it men who have gained their entire knowledge of en
gineering from the school of experience. Either type of 
man may become eminently successful in any branch of 
engineering, provided he has the proper desire and ability 
to learn and the necessary application. To be successful 
in any branch of engineering one must be essentially 
practical, and this quality cannot be measured by the fact 
that a man has or has not received training in an en
gineering school. Such a training, however, we believe 
is advisable.

a n
this machinery may , „
life The situation has been well explained by Mr. H. 1.

for his road building in NorthernRoutly, well-known 
Ontario and in Quebec, in a paper recently presented to 
the University of Toronto Engineering Society. He

of roads has been located, destates : 1 ‘ Once a system .
signed and laid out by the civil engineer his work is 
practically over-^xcept for passing the estimates of 
work done. The business of actual road construction is 
a question of machinery in three phases: (i) selection and 
purchase, (2) operation and care, (3) maintenance and 
repair. And here is an ever-widening and remunerative 
field for students and graduates in mechanical engineer
ing, with suitable positions as stepping stones all along 
the line and at its best during the students vacation sea- 

Few of them are taking advantage of the oppor- 
filled mostly by men who have

We believe that it is a mistake to

son.
tunity. The positions , ,, „
graduated from a threshing engine in one season. Many 
have to be trained on the work without previous experi
ence. As a matter of fact, these latter men are usually 
the more satisfactory, for they come admitting their in
experience and readiness to learn. They are usually very 
careful, and while ambitious for advancement, are more 
willing to earn it by strict attention to duty. But their 
lack of technical education is so serious a handicap that 

rarely reach the higher ground and are unable 
to render themselves as useful to their employers as they 
otherwise might.

“It is seldom that a .
charge of a first-class practical mechanic or engineer, and 
yet nowhere are his services more urgently needed. The 
man in charge of all such outfits, whether owned by 
municipalities or by contractors, should be first of a 
manager of men, after that a first-class machinist, and

Sm.^/mamTaln Stistal, for the machinist to

of the machinery he is required to use._ V 01 a 
knowledge he is only half efficient and is always at the 
mercy of and dependent upon his various machine men, 
his lack of such knowledge detracting from h,s prestige

are

they can

road outfit is found under the

The field of engineering has broadened so much in the 
last twenty years, that it is no longer possible to say just 
what it includes or excludes. It has no hard and fast 
line of limitation, nor yet are the lines of division between 
its various branches quite distinct. This is a condition 
which has had to be met, in the education of the young 
engineer, by drafting into the university, as teachers, 
men of high professional standing from the world without. 
Such men are best capable of giving useful instruction in 
theory, and demonstrating, by live examples from the 
field, how and where theories apply in practice. They 
have come to possess, moreover, through the ups and 
downs of their experience, a keener and warmer sympathy 
for the student in the profession.
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consisting of Portland cement base concrete, 9 in. thick 
(ft to 1), on which is placed a bedding of slightly damped 
cement and sharp sand, free from silt or loam, to a thick
ness of 1 in. The paving should be laid before the con
crete becomes too hard, when sufficiently damp or mellow 
enough for the i-in. feed to unite with it. The setts 
should be damped with a rose water can, and then 
grouted with a mixture of 3 of sharp sand to 1 of cement, 
and rammed as soon after as possible, the whole forming 
a 16-in. seal of solid mass. Great care must be taken 

that the whole of the materials are thoroughly 
and of the best quality. No traffic should be 

allowed over the paving for at least ten clear days.
Both cement and pitch have been used for grouting 

sett paving, but the author , favors the former in all 
cases where possible, although, to meet present-day re
quirements, pitch grouting has certain advantages inas
much as roads finished in this manner can be opened to 
traffic immediately after completion. There is also less 
tendency for mud to collect on this kind of grou ing, 
which however, must be skilfully handled to ensure the 
proper proportion and correct mixing of the ingredients. 
The method adopted by the writer is to use a grouting" 
mixed to the following proportions : 2 to 3 gallons of
creosote oil and 1 gallon of coal-tar added to every 1 cwt 
of pitch. (The quantities of oil and tar being determined 
by the nature of the pitch.) The joints of the setts having 
been filled about half way up with 3/8-m. or %-m. pea 
ballast or shingle, and then rammed. Great care must be 
taken to see that th racking is thoroughly dry The 
pitch mixture is then cured from a spouted pail into the 
corner of the setts (this prevents surplus being left on the 
top), to about half their depth, and the remainder of the 
joints filled up with racking as before. Sweep with hard 
broom and squeegee over the whole surface with the pitch 
mixture as quickly as possible, so as to leave the smallest 
accumulation on the top. On no consideration should 
this work be done other than when atmosphere and ma
terials are in a perfectly dry state.

Perhaps here it might be of interest to mention a 
particular form of paving in which the author is con
cerned, which consists of specially dressed 5 >n" wlde 
by 4 in. deep Grey Royal setts, laid on a concrete foun
dation. The contractors were called upon to replace a 
considerable number of setts with broken corners lhe 
stones were paved when wet on bedding which was more 
than damp, and when the stone was surface dry boiling 
pitch grout was poured into the joints, with the result 
that it attacked the shakes or flaws in the setts, gen
erated steam in them, and this acting as a wedge 
slightly detaching the flaw or shake portion of the sett. 
Under heavy continuous traffic it became wholly de
tached, pulverized, and peeled out. The author is of the 
opinion that had this work been completed with pitch 
grouting in dry weather this would not have happened 
or, under the above circumstances, had cement and sand 
instead of pitch been used for grouting.

In Birmingham the standard size of setts used is 
4 in. by 4 in. by 5 in. deep, laid with a crossfall of 1 m 
L from the crown of the road to channel, and in straight 
diagonal courses, meeting In. the centre at an angle of 90 
deg with the apex pointing downhill, at an angle 
of 4s deg. with the channel where the kerbs are parallel
The sett! are paved on a i-in. bed of local sand grouted 

ne sens ax p cJean sharp sand to 2
with a proportion of 5 parts . / j • j
parts of cement. The concrete bed is 7y2 in. in depth, 
the ballast for it consisting of clean, non-porous blast
furnace slag with such an admixture of sand sufficient 
t“ fiU up the interstices of the stone. After completion, 
. layer* of clean sand is spread over «he whole surface, 
and no traffic allowed over it for three weeks.

to see 
mixed

In this district the most suitable material for paving 
streets of steep gradients traversed by heavy traffic has 
proved to be “grit-stone,” the steepest gradient paved 
with this material being 1 in 11. Care should be taken 
to see that this class of paving is constantly swilled with 
water so as to prevent an accumulation of mud and dirt 
on the surface, and if this has proper attention, com
plaints of slipperiness are practically unknown. In Lon
don and other cities specially dressed 5 in. wide by 4 in. 
deep |Grey Royal setts have been laid on steep gradients, 
with very close joints, with much success.

Cleansing.—It is obvious that road surfaces need 
systematic cleansing, gritting and watering, but the 
author would like to emphasize the trouble that has been 
experienced in regard to sweeping newly constructed 
water-bound macadam roads, for, if careful attention 
is not given to this matter, the binder will soon be re
moved. In a former district under the author’s control, 
machine sweeping brushes were not used on water- 
bound macadam surfaces.

The watering of streets in any city is also of great 
importance, especially as there is now so much motor 
traffic on the roads. The author had steam motors fitted 
with tanks, and has found that this method is much 
economical and effectual than horse-drawn water carts. 
These machines were fitted with interchangeable bodies, 
so that the motors, when not engaged for watering, could 
be utilized for carting stone or any other materials. In 
addition to these machines, a steam motor vacuum ex
tractor was used for emptying gullies, and a considerable 
saving was effected, as compared with ordinary gully 
vans, besides being more hygienic and saving that 
splashing which invariably takes place when gullies are 
being emptied.

more

UNION OF CANADIAN MUNICIPALITIES.

As announced in our columns some little time, , ago,
the 14th annual convention of the Union of Canadian 
Municipalities will be held in Sherbrooke, P.Q., on 
August 4th, 5th and 6th. A comprehensive program has 
been arranged, special provision being included for op
portunities of discussing the numerous questions which 
will be presented by prominent municipal men from vari
ous parts of the Dominion. The aim of the Union, which 
is to afford municipal men a practical means of learning 
at first hand up-to-date methods of municipal govern
ment from men of experience and of affording also an 
effective link of municipal union and co-operation against 
influences adverse to the interests of the people, is cer
tainly to be upheld and encouraged.

Among the various subjects that will be brought up 
for consideration are the following :—

Building Laws, Smoke Abatement, the Housing 
Problem in Cities, Municipal Reference Library, Play
grounds, Street Lighting, Taxation and Finance, the 
Wants of Rural Municipalities, Billboards and Posters, 
the City Manager Question, Public Libraries, Motion 
Picture Theatres, Street Cleaning, Water Rates, Citv 
Publicity.

The general contractors in the city of Montreal have 
recently formed an organization with the following officers :— 
President, Mr. J. P. Anglin, of Anglins, Limited ; vice-presi
dent, Mr. E. G. M. Cape, of E. G. M. Cape, Limited ; secre
tary-treasurer, Mr. W. Clement Munn, of the Atlas Construc
tion Company, Limited ; directors, Messrs. W. D. Ross, of 
Church, Ross and Company ; Guy Boyer, of the Laurentian 
Construction Company ; Rene Lessard, of T. Lessard, and C. 
Ekin, of the Geo. A. Fuller Company, Limited.
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= ^a,CA = /2a,(CB + BA) = ^a,CB 

= >^a,(DC+CB) = j4a.DC
)4a3(h3 hi)

+ J^ajBA =. area CBPiP«; 
j4a3(h,—h2) = j4a3DB 

DCP=P3 ;

CALCULATION OF END AREAS.*THE
B.A.Sc., M.Can.Soc.C.E.,

Montreal.By E. S. M. Lovelace
Civil and Consulting Engineer,

+ )4a3CB =
j4ai(hs—h3) = J^a.PsC =

+ j^DC = area P.DP.P. and the sum
F^Fr/àepfifs'stoilar, for using the minus 

signs for the ordinates (corresponding to a fill or em
bankment) then

J4ai(h2 h„) = ^aiBPo

- nBa.o,sr=-:^.bd|%3.(bc+cD, -
- - ^3. -d-p^(cd+dp-> -
- ^a,CD — >4aiDPs = — area DPsP.Ps,
and the algebraic sum equals the whole P„P,P2P3P<P3.

to field work so as to 
of the cross

area ^a«(PsD + DC) = j4a.P«D 
of these equals

HF following is a method of calculating end areas

minimum the liability to error. . ,
General Proposition.-1^ PJ.PWJ- FJq Hnes at 

2, be any polygonal figures and <^J^distances aia,a,.... 
right angles to one ^ J of the points P,P2P,...
^mThe^rtlTlLs Ov/which in the examples give 

coincide with the sides ^vertical distances of the points 
P P ^3h,h: from the6lines OX giving the + sign to the 
distances below, and the - sign to those distances above

T
= ^a,(BA + APo) = J^a.BA

andto a

To adopt the above conclusions 
obtain direct from the level notes the areas 
sections as taken :—gorizoutul «-« OX comg* tojh. heigh, of

The ordinates hoh,h3h3. ...are the rod readings taken 
on the section and the horizontal^ dis-

o The
instrument and the line OY to a14-lSu

------a-. lR + 4 * 3

tances” a?ia!°! ■ - the corresponding distances right

In the field book these are best noted in the form 
a fraction, as shown on the sample page, the numerate) 
being the rod reading, the denominator the correspond g

distance :

♦ Irij

ac J-

to the right and left of the centre line
taken in the field) separately 

of the section.

area •P*P 4 — The areas 
calculated (as they 
and their sum gives the total

are so
Ps areaF'G. 1

Y the left could of course 
final resultThe horizontal distances to 

be given the minus sign and xactly the same 
would be obtained, but in pra tice it is simp 
the left half section as being drawn on the transputer, 
left nage of a book, so that when this page is tur 
over the left half section would be
right on the right-hand page below, the centre hne bem

as under.

Ps
&To a

-V - Yv
-V,.‘c a 3

i o X

TV, R *■ n,
A -~r_9t!.

aB 1
/oo 3 4

gP,Ft o 2

nv Then the areas of the polygons

zontal distance a,a,a,.... y int| comlng immediately 
tween the ordinates o P 3:qtance ■ that is area
after and before such horizontal distance.
of the polygon PoPiPsP.PiP. for Fig 1 wiUbe 
14 [ a,(h2—ho) + a3(h3 h,) + a3(h.—h2) + a*(h. h.) ]

ÜHTT tp,»
S tP„P,P2P3P*P= will 

of the
&Om - *4 *3.0*----- / I___ ;.2o4 --y------- 1R

so__ »
« /Gw'e. 9'é°__ /oo___

p,
FiG 3

By the formula .
area right = [ 6.0(2.4 2.9)+ I3-0(I-9 •

+ 20.4(8.8—2.4) + 10.0(8.8—1.9 J
_ [_6.o,o.5 + i3-°.°-3 + 20.4,6.4^

+10.0,6.9) ................................ ..
= Vi [ 8.0(7.!—2.9) +12.5(8.8—5.0) +

10.0(8.8—7-i) ] _ nS
— 14(8.0,4.2 + 12.5,3.8+10.0,1.7)----- 49- -

" 54 1 at<7 o, ,d foregoing is easily s~n, for draw
ing the horizontal dotted ImesAP., BP,+P,,^DP^ _

**(Bl + ÂP.) - Ha,BA A

y2a, APo = area BP0Pi!

100.23
The

area left

149.28
.-. Total end area

♦Copyrighted, 1914, by the Author.
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book, under their respective H.I., the rod readings as 
taken, and then on the marginal page before using such 
for calculating the end areas reduce them as shown above 
to. the original H.I. by adding or subtracting the constant 
difference.

The original sections could then be completed by 
bringing back these corrected readings and the section 
for such a cross-section as that illustrated above would 

in the level book as shown in Table I.

Table I.

in the field book the rodIn working out these areas 
readings or ordinates can usually be subtracted mentally 
and their difference at once jotted down (with the proper 
sign + or — affixed), as shown on the marginal page.

Should it be found impossible to complete the section 
single height of instrument, proceed as follows : 

Suppose a section on side hill.
Then, if there be but one or two sections requiring 

a change in the height of instrument, it would only be 
necessary after setting up, to find on the upper side the

&T /t>3 -ry 
_________5__2 ic------

with a

appear

GradeF.S. ElevationH.I.Station C. or F. B.S.
100.34y5- 1-1L 28.9 i

1.6 Seepage.. •—1.4a R +12.6 3-1
-1 !'Ofr^iva!

21.68.8 15-5
! 89.90I + 6.2 4-2__ <*«-- 40> I

*
0

- — f-1L 12.4 J
See page. .5.6L + 1.6- ----------

,00----- ZO£>
6.0

Fig. 4

difference 3.2 between 103.54 
the original height, for then the rod readings as taken, 
subtracted from 3.2, would give the proper readings — 
1.4 and —2.2 referred to the original H.I.

On the lower or left-hand side of the section the new 
H I 03.92 being lower than 100.34, the original height, 
their difference 6.4 must be added to 2.4, the rod reading 
as taken, giving for this left side referred to the original
H.I. a reading of 8.8.

If, however, there are a 
tions requiring various changes as above, it would be 
better perhaps to enter on another page of the level

The resulting end area would then be as already
the new H.I. and 100.34

shown :
area R = [ 8.8(1.6—4.2)+ i5.5(—1.4—3-i) +

21.6(—2.2—1.6) + 28.9(10.4+ 1.4) + 
10.0(10.4+2.2) ]

= [—8.8,2.6—15-5,4-5 — 21.6,3.8 +
28.9,11.8+ 10.0,12.6 ] ........................

area L = [ 6.o(8.8 — 4.2)+ 12.4(10.4— 5.6) +
10.0(10.4—8.8) ]

= y2 [ 6.0,4.6+12.4,4.8+10.0,1.6]----- = 51 -56

= 146.15

number of consecutive sec-

197.71.'. Total end area

Table II. 
H.I. to

F.S. Elevation Grade Grade
End Areas 

Exc’v’n Emb’km’tCalculations, Remarks 
Road bed 20 ft. Exc. 16 ft. Bank 

—6.0,0.5+13.0,0.3+20.4,6.4+10.0,6.9

C. or F. B.S. H.I.
100.34

Station pi
L 20.4 J

1.6 2.4R +6.9
a60 13.0 149-391.50 +8.82.9+ 5-94i

o + S. 0,4.2+12.3,3.8 +10.0,1.7[tU5.0L +1-7
28.0

—8.0,0.8+15-5,3- 5+10.0,3.7HI5-5R +3-7
28.0 65.291-30 +9.0+2.9 6.141+40

o +6.0,2.2+11.0,2.3+10.0,0.7p]6.7L +0.7
26.0 0.00.091.19Grade 

H.7
41 + 62 0.0 —7.0,1.2—10.4,2.4—8.0,1.6r 10.9 I 

L10.4 J
R —1.6

27.0 73-291.00 +9.3
—2.8 12.142

+9.0,2.6—16.1,5.0—8.0,5.4o II14.3L —5-4
29.0 On rock 40 ft. Right of 42 

-—g.0,1.6—12.5,4.0—8.0,3.0
12.06 88.2889.120.84T.P.

- [ - ]9.0 L 12,5 J
R —30

2
127.890.70 —1.6

—4.6 3.042 + 60

+ 5.0,1.9+10.0,1.8-—17.7,6.5—8.0,6.5o p]4 93-iL —6.5
210.05-0

—
f



6.4 11-3
Thus, excavation area to the right is given by 

14 [ 2-5(4.2—7.3)+ 6.5(3.3—7-3)+i6-°(7-3—4-2)
+ 10.0(7.3---3-3) ] 1 r.

- 14 r _2.C,3.1—6.5,4-0+ 16.0,3.1 + 10.0,4.0 J - +2/ .9
There would then be to the right in embankment t e

small area given by 2.5(7.3 7-7)1A ~ °’5
and this would have to be added to the embankment area
to the left given of course by . ,
14 1 +6.4,1.8-11.3,0.8-8.0,2.2] = -7-6 that is a tota,
area in embankment for the section of 8.1.

It might, however, be considered less confusing in 
such cases to consider the vertical line as being p ace a 
the grade point instead of at the centre of the section and 
then all the area to the right of this point would be in 
excavation and all to the left in embankment.

This would simply mean that in applying the metho 
all horizontal distances taken to the right would be re
duced by 2.5 feet and all distances to the left increased 
by the same amount, that is, area right would 
= ^ [ 4-0(3.3—7-3) + r3-5(7-3—4-2)+ 7-5(7-3—3-3) J
= [ — 4.0,4.0 + 13-5,3-1 + 7-5,4-o ] - m excavation
27.0 as before, and area left would .
= ^ f 2.5(8.1—7.3) + 8.9(9.5 7-7) + !3-8(7-3 — 8.1)

i=" f3+”2• 5 8 + 8.9,i.8—13• 8,0.& io.5>2•2 1 equal
total area in embankment of 8.1.before to a

AND POWER COMPANYMONTREAL WATER
the Montreal Water and PowerThe annual report of 

Company for the year ending April 30th, 19M. shows a gros 
revenue of $783,000, an increase of seventeen per cen . 
the previous year. The net operating profit, after Paving all 
expenses, maintenance and bond obligations was $208 000^ 

The first half of the new reservoir will be available for 
use by next September, and the remainder will be ready in 
a few months thereafter. Mr. Edwin Hanson the r>reslden ' 
stated that the filtration plant continues to be °Perated ' 
a most satisfactory manner, and that the report of he com- 

indicates that it performs its work with great 
the capacity of thepanv’s experts

efficiency. It is intended to increase 
filtration plant as soon as possible.

A new transformer house has been erected at the mam 
pumping station. It is intended to duplicate the electrically- 
driven pumps at the Clark Avenue station, and to install a 
new and large force main from the lower Piping station 
to the northern territory, eventually communicating with the 
reservoir in Outremont.

THE CANADIAN898

Tabk "•is
ing the field notes

direct from these notes as taken.
. The section shown in Table III. is on side hill, em

bankment to the left, excavation to the .th*
point being as shown 2.5 feet to the rig . 
taken into account in making the calculations so as to 
keep the excavation and embankment areas separate from 

another.

areas

one
Table III. 

H.I. 
89.12 
97-52 
Grade

F.S. Elevation GradeC. or F. B.S.Station
0.76 88.369.16T.P.

[ —1L 16.0 J
4.27.3R +4-o
6.52.5 90.25

—0.4 7 743+50

o
8.1 9-5L —2.2
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MAINTENANCE AND COSTS.

Concrete Road Build-

CONCRETE ROAD

A T the National Conference A ing, held in Chicago in February last, one of the 
/A committee reports dealt with the method and cost 

of repairing and maintaining concrete roads. 
This committee reported as follows through its c airman,

EdWMaintenance work in Wayne County conjsts^ 

filling the open expansion joint on the roads 
before the development and use of the armor pint and 
in the filling with a mastic such longitudinal and trans
verse cracks as have developed. ■ ,1

and a team, provided

on

A crew consisting of seven men - m„n
with a lar kettle, is utilised for the The foeem.»
is naid $s a day, the team and driver $5, the tar man 
|3P two laborers’ $s.5o each and two others $^5=acfo 
The tools used consist of two wire bristle broom , a 
wheelbarrow, a couple of shovels and a tar bucket with a 
round spout. Tarvia X is now used exclusively. A lighter 
crade was first tried out, but did not give such perma- 
Km results as the heavier grade Two men areutthaed 
to sweep all cracks clean with the wire brooms, after 
which the man with the tar kettle fills the cracks with the 
tar which is heated to about 225 F. An excess of 
is poured in so that it extends an inch or so beyond t 
edge of the crack. It is then allowed to standl in the 
crack for a few minutes to prevent it from bubb, Jg 
out in case the sand is wet. The sand, which should be 
dry and coarse, is spread with a shovel over the crack 
and into the tar, and the whole is left for traffic to iron 
out. The excess tar and sand is worn away rapidly, leav 
ing a smooth, even surface, in passing over which no jolt

PThe work is preferably done on hot, dry days. It 
that the better time to handle this 
late fall when the cracks would be 

contraction, but the results we 
months have been so satis-

has been suggested 
work would be in the 
open the widest due to 
have secured in the summer 
factory that we have not tried out the latter p _ • 
small pit holes which are due simply to some foreign sub
stance like clay, wood or some fragment of inf™ rock 
which might chance to be a part of the aggregate a 
treated in the same manner. As to the cost of this 
method, the report contains figures covering ic. pieces o 
road aggregating 10 miles, the cost of repairs fo wffich 
including tar, labor and sand, amounted to $1,300.50 
from October, 1912, to October, 1913. Addi g P 
centage to cover engineering, inspecting, eprecn 
machinery and building and other expenses a total of 
$1,450 was obtained. The greater part of this mileage 

treated for the first time.
The report dealt also with treating the entire surface 

of a road where the concrete from any cause had not 
stood the wear. Several pieces of road had not been 
built up to the standard of the balance of the construction 
and required surfacing. Others were r°u^b’fhaV1.n.^n 
laid in cold weather and opened for traffic before te 
crete had thoroughly hardened. The method of repa g 
one of these is worth noting. The road was _ 
swept by a street sweeper, which was followed by men 
with wire brooms. About % gal. of bitumen to the square 
yard was used, and the whole covered with coarse sand 
and rolled with a 10-ton roller. This repair was made 
early in the summer and was not touched in any manner 
for a period of two years. By this time it had scaled off 
in spots Quite badly, and was gone over again in the 
summer of 1913. usine Tarvia X and a washed roofing 
gravel about % in. in size.

was
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in Arch from Different Loadings.Pig, i,—Comparison of Stresses

the closed wall would be increased by a rarefaction 
inside the house, and the suctions over the roof would 
be diminished. Observations on the model with both 
sides removed show that the stresses for this case are 
less in amount, and nearly the same in distribution as 
for the closed house. A comparison of the stresses in 
a very simple two-hinged arch from three systems of 
wind-loading is shown in Fig. i. It appears that if the 
wind loads are as shown by the test described, not only 
are the stresses assumed to be much too large in most 
cases, but in two cases they gave tension only in num
bers which should be designed for compression. This 
truss is of exaggerated depth, and in a large truss of 
ordinary depth the discrepancies would be greater. Such 
arches are now made entirely of compression sections in 
most cases, but it would be better to adopt a loading 
system which makes it impossible to do otherwise. In 
Fig. 2 are shown the same comparison for a mill building 
bent. As in the arch, all members received compression 
from the proposed loadings, while by the common method 
three of these members would be designed for tension

Fromsociety and appeared in its Journal for April, i9*4- 
ir the following points are reproduced.

As a model a roof of semi-circular section 6 ft. span
and to ft. long, was constructed and covered with tin
This roof was mounted on walls S ft. high made o 
2 x 6-in. lumber, tongued ^grooved After each set
of observations, the ^0/o^X and''grooved stuff made
taken off. The u a[so made them some-
the walls comparatively ^ghd>ewag omkted in the course

middle section of the building holes 
in the walls and roof, the 

These holes

on

what stiff when an 
of the tests. At a 
were bored about i ft. apart
row extending from grotm. to 8r°“ ^ roof a short
were about in. in dl7"e. W A series of holes at 
nozzle was soldered oni the d • around the
various levels were also carrie i
house.

The au.ho,-describes in
instruments and the method "m f mhes
» we,l as the method o, sue-

After the readings standardized and the result tion inside the house was standardized, ^ ^ ^ ^
was reduced, first to p • ^ The pressure or suction

variable, par.iy because,

only.
Another experimenter, Mr. A. See, recently read a 

before the Industrial Society of Northern France,paper
The Wind Pressure on Roofs,” relating to experiments

899THE CANADIAN ENGINEERJune 18, 1914-

in thein a somewhat gusty wind, the pressure condition 
house was found to lag behind the velocity changes out
side and also because small changes in the direction o 
the wind caused great changes in the conditions ot ex
posure of the various leaks, which were not, of course, 
symmetrical around the house.

Observations were taken while the house was thor
oughly caulked, so that the conditions were nearly ideal. 
Readings were also made on the model with different 
sides and ends omitted, as well as with portions of the 
walls removed. The paper included diagrams of meas
urements taken at the various observations with the 
model under usual different conditions.

Mr. Smith found that the forces on the building with 
one side open, while greater than for one of the same 
height with the side closed, did not exceed the proposed 
units. With the wind in the other direction, the pressure

WIND LOADS ON BUILDINGS.

determination of the distribution of wind loads 
on buildings has been a subject of a series of tests 
carried out by Prof. A. W. Smith, and concerning 
which several articles have been published by him 

during the past two years. He first obtained data on 
structures without floors between ground and roof—mill- 
buildings. The results obtained from these tests indi
cated that the common assumption in regard to wind 
loads did not come very near to the actual conditions. 
The summation of his results in this direction were pre
sented in a paper before the Western Society of En
gineers in October, 1912. Since that time Mr. Smith 
has extended his researches to include larger structures 

train-sheds and drill halls, the results of which 
presented several months ago to the same

HET
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Mill Building, from Different Loadings.

pends not so much on the angle of incidence at that pomt 
^ on the location of that particular element with respect

t0 ^Itvtr^omes to the consideration of 

the question as to which formula would he more ac^ t 
able than the old official formula, one finds that whi e 
this official formula is incorrect, any other formula wh'ch 
might be derived at the present tune would be ust as 
likely to be based on arbitrary assumptions and involve 
coefficients of doubtful value. Whether the new .fonmda 
would give better results is somewhat doubtfu , 
it is a fact that structures built in accordance 
oldfoJml proved to be quite stable. The fu.hor >her ; 
fore rather curiously arrives at the conclusion that while 

admittedly incorrect it should sbd be 
followed, at least until an absolutely good new formi

Pig 2.—Comparison of Stresses in

is equal to the product of the area of the surface by the 
square of velocity, multiplied by the co-efficient 0.14.
,q 7n °he case of a roof it is assumed that .the wind 
moves downwards at an angle of 10 eg.
The roof at an angle a + m deg., where a is the angle of 
the roof with the horizon. Under these conditions the 

is obtained by multiplying the preceding equa- 
This official formula is, however, 

is obvious 
known

pressure
tion by sin2 (a+10).
entirely antiquated and its lack of accuracy . 

that the coefficient of resistance of the air isnow

>>. BA II\?/Cyf6
2‘ 10/II aDirection of. 

Hind Velocity 8/Zff be derived.8 can6;I^T Type 30V^ ->6 28H DRY DOCK AT FREDERICTON, 
NEW BRUNSWICK.

4, %34 PROGRESS ONa L<—....... 140 m/m......^
175m/m-------

Fig. 3.__Distribution of Wind Stresses on Buildings.

but 0.08. The hypothesis of the wind
descending at an angle of m deg. is Pjfj with
The law of sine square has been shown not to agree wit 
experimental data, and finally the formuiadoes no take 
into consideration the shape and location of the root.

made recently at the En- 
Battalion of the Italian Army 
of semi-lozenge shaped hangars 

(Fie 3, A and B), where the pressure curve and the 
magnitudes of the pressures, at various points.of the 
profile are indicated. One sees at once that the pressur

k
Griffiths & Co., Limited (Canada), engineers and 

public works contractors, are building a dry dock of consid
erable magnitude for the Dominion Government at F ed- 
ericton. N.B. The dry dock when completed wdl be1 900 ft. 
]ontr -md ,oo ft. in width. Up to the present time about six 

'of land in the vicinity of the dock have been reclaimed 
of hilly ground on the site of a pro 

be constructed in connection 
the level of the coping

Norton*

to be not 0.14,

acres
and about nine acres 
posed ship-repairing plant to 
with the dock, has been cleared tohave beenExperiments 

gineering Aeronautical 
with models of two types

of the dock.
Excavation

quantity of rock and 
cu. yds. having been removed to date.

below coping level is in progress, a total 
over-burden of approximately 410,000

Volume 26.CANADIAN ENGINEERTHE900
has nothing to do with either the sine square 01- 

in deed, with any law based ,on the 
’The wind pressures along the frontal

the curve

deT^«tVrv^t^l=p»?d4^

American Society of Mechanical Engineers for June, 
1Q14 The results are interesting when considered in 
nection with the above, and are further abstracted here-

curve
simple sine law, or
angle of incidence. _ .....
surface of the structure rapidly diminish as 
inflects and become zero some time before the tip of the 
lozenge is reached; moreover, they become negative all 
along*the rear surface, a fact which is not shown by the 
formula. There is, therefore, quite an important par 1a 
vacuum, independent of the curvature of *e structure, 
and it appears that the wind pressure on each element de-

con-

Wlthit is usually assumed that the wind pressure on a 
surface with a plane normal to the direction of the wind
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general manager ; Messrs. Brewer and Meehan, superin
tendents, and Messrs. Egan and Dempsey, superintend
ents of track-laying, each drove a spike into it. T e 
ceremonies were then concluded by the presentation o 
gold watches to the two track-laying superintendents. 
The event was witnessed by 700 or 800 spectators.

This maximum grade against east-bound traffic of 
0.4 of 1 per cent, is a striking feature of the new line 
through the mountains. Against west-bound traffic there 
is a maximum grade of 0.5 of 1 per cent, with the ex
ception of a single pusher grade of 1 per cent., 19/2

miles in length. The
the Grand Trunk Pacific. Grand Trunk Pacific

Railroad
prairie country for a 
distance of over 922 
miles between Win- 

Edson,

COMPLETION RAILWAY ^HE GRAN°

illustrative ofHE accompanying photographs 
the enthusiastic manner in which the last mile of 
the Grand Trunk Pacific Railway was furnished 

As the track-laying outfits from east 
decided to have

areT
with steel.

and west approached each other it was 
a race for lire finish. The west outfit reached the west 
end of MHe .... Willow River, about ..on of Aprifith,
and waited there until n-3° 
outfit was ready to 
start from the other 

of the mile.

a.m

Laying the Last Mile of Track on traverses
end
The two track-laying 

then startedgangs .
simultaneously in a 

to reach the
nipeg and 
Alta. The elevation 
at these two points 
is 767 ft. and 2,984.3 
ft. respectively, the 
difference being in 
the form of a gradual 
rise. Immediately 
west of Edson the 
line encounters the 
mountains and in the

race
stake which had been 
driven at the middle 
of the distance. The 

cent.0.4 of i per 
grade was 
of the east crew, but 
it was not expected 
that this would make 

material differ- 
in the speed of

in favor

any 
ence
such work. Further, 
the machine from the 

housed in,

Yellowhead Pass, a 
further distance of 

miles, it reaches 
elevation of 3,- 

723.11 ft. Then the 
elevation drops over 
1,200 ft. in the next 
45 miles including 
the i per cent, grade 
referred to above. 
From this point no 
grades exceed 0.4 of 

cent, in either

123
east was 
but with this excep
tion the two outfits 

about the same,

an

were
both being a modifi
cation of the Roberts
track-laying machine,
fitted with an air
hoist instead of a 
winch for handling 1 per

direction as the line 
the valleys

rails. The east ma
chine, however, was 
using a winch, the 
air-hoist having gone 

of commission.
The east gang, in 

charge of Phil. Egan, 
made the half-mile 
in 42 minutes, while 
the west crew, under 
Dan Dempsey, reach
ed the stake in 64 
minutes. The chief 
difference between 
the methods of the 
two outfits was that 
Dempsey’s machine

traverses 
of the Fraser, Bulk- 

Skeenaley and 
Rivers.out

It has been an
nounced that on July 
1st, a regular train 
service will be in 
operation
Fort George and 
Edmonton and that 
the company is ex
pected to extend this 
service to Prince 
Rupert by early fall. 
We are indebted 

to Mr. S. V. Ardagh, Residency 46, Engineering De
partment, Grand Trunk Pacific Railway, Fort Fraser, 
B.C., for the photographs reproduced herewith.

between

West End Machine Prepared for Race.
Bringing on the last 

Rail.
East End Machine Coming up to 

the Finish.

ahead" S^dTlay another and so on while Egan 

did not stop, but moved slowly ahea y
method the tie-buckers °b^;th the other. While
short distance only as P west gang two men
o„. m,„ could hand . * £ ^ lo Lpo.sible 
were required to do it. This< minutes owing to the
for the unnecessary joss o^ beyond the de-

The government at Cape Town, South Africa, has de
cided to erect a new lighthouse at Cape Point. The old lig 
house, of 2,500 candlepower, has been in existence tor halt a 
century, and will be superseded by a most up-to-date dioptric 
flashlight of 500,000 candlepower. It will stand 300 feet above 
sea level, and will have a range of 24 miles. The estimated 
cost is ^8,000.

locomotive on two 
sired point and having to back up.

. . n laid Mr. Kelliher, chief
When the last ra _ ’ vice-president and

engineer ; Mr. Morley Donaldson, v,i h

m.
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used almost exclusivelygirders and beams 
throughout.

Fireproof construction has been used throug ou 
the entire building. All interior columns are encased m 
43/ inches of hollow terra cotta, and beams in 23/a 
inches. The floors are composed of hollow terra cotta 
segmental arches with a span of 6 ft 8 in., and aresu li
able for a live load of 288 lbs. on the second to seventh 
floors and 150 lbs. on the eighth floor. A stone concrete 
fill is poured over the arches, in which wooden sleeper 
are embedded, and the underflooring is nailed to. these 
sleepers, and over this, the final maple flooring is laid 
at right angles. The National Fireproofin Company 
supplied all the fireproofing terra cotta, a ounting to
11,000 tons. ,

The walls are built of Laprairie Plastic Brick seven 
millions being used. All the lintels m the courts and 
on the street sides, together with the architectura orna
ments and copings on the street sides were supplied by 
the Atlantic Terra Cotta Company, of Tottenville.

were
1 section has a fire and smoke-proof stair tower, with iron

the whole building were supplied by the Architectural 
Bronze and Iron Works, and the iron stairs by John 
Watson & Son, Limited. All windows throughout the 
building have steel frames with wire glass. Pivoted 
sections of these windows can be opened with operating 
chains equipped with fusible links, t us ma ing em 
self-closing in case of fire. The 95,000 sq. ft. of steel 
sash required for the factory was supplied by the Trussed 
Concrete Steel Company, and the casement sash for the 
offices by Henry Hope & Son, Limited.

All drains and underground sprinkler mains 
installed by James Ballantyne. The sprinkler and 

above the first floor level are supplied
con-

are

being
fire hose systems — , T . . , ,
bv H. iG. Vogel Company (Canada), Limited, and 
sist of 6,000 sprinkler heads and fire hose, located a 
convenient points in the building. These systems are 
supplied with water from the city mains, steamer con-

-J
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ha.,' LmrambU"uro%ïicr‘s,™ to provide ample

SES L°s>2de“ 00 L streets. These courts have slop,ng r„fs 
of book tile, with large skyhght, Tta ^T.R. and

iff and

CABLE PLANT OF THE NORTHERN 
ELECTRIC COMPANY, MONTREAL.

WIRE AND

wire and cable plant of the Northern 
Limited, now nearing corn-

area
HE new

Electric Company,
pletion in the city of Montreal, occupies an 
of 178,000 sq. ft. (over four acres). The present 

plant having been found inadequate, expansion has neces
sitated the erection of this new structure, which when 
completed, will be one of the largest in America for the 
exclusive manufacture of wires and cables. The . • •
Cape & Company, Limited, have the general contract tor 
the building. The foundations for walls and columns 

composed of plain and reinforced concrete. In the 
main building and some of the one-story portions the 
columns rest on Raymond concrete piles of which 4,oœ 
have been driven, with an average length of 12 ft. Un 
each group of piles rests a reinforced concrete cap, on 
which bases for the building columns are placed.

The 6,500 tons of structural steel required for the 
superstructure were supplied and erected by the o- 
minion Bridge Company. Bethlehem H columns

T C.P.R. railway tracks run 
large platforms for
Each track is provide with a 150-ton 
banks-Morse Company track scale.

There are four travelling electric cranes, one 50-ton 
20-ton, one 20-ton with 5'ton auxiliary hoist, and 
10-ton all made by the Case Crane Company. The 

will be used for handling reels of armored 
for the lead-covering department, the 

auxiliary for the turbine room, and
The two

purposes, 
lian Fair-

one
one
50-ton crane 
cable, the 20-ton 
20-ton with 5-ton
the io-ton for the impregnating tank 
20-ton cranes are arranged so that they can pass 
terial to the 50-ton, which will convey it over the railway 
tracks, or vice versa.

Fire walls, 
sides, divide the

are

room.
ma-

with automatic steel fire-doors on both 
building into various sections. Each

New Plant in the Process of Erection :
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enough to take care of the whole system. The enclosed 
heaters mentioned above were built by John McDougall 
Caledonian Iron Works, Limited.

The water required for the house service system and 
for manufacturing purposes will be pumped from the 
42-in. intake pipe mentioned above by means of Deane 
motor-driven, single-acting, helical-geared triplex pumps, 
supplied by John McDougall Caledonian Iron Works 
Company, Limited.

The Canadian Ingersoll Rand Company are sup
plying two steam-driven air-compressors, which have a 
combined capacity of 1,200 cu. ft. per minute.

The power plant is of the most modern design. Coal 
can be stored in large quantities, and will be transferred 
to the storage bins over the front of the boiler by means 
of a Telpher car and clam-shell bucket. Ash-handling 
equipment takes the ashes directly from ash-shutes under 
the boilers and delivers them into ash-storage bins, 
which in turn deliver them into railroad cars or carts 
for disposal. Ashes can also be handled by means of 
small cars on an industrial railway running in the base
ment of the boiler-room. The Telpher car will raise the

nections on the street, and a 1,500-gallon Worthington 
underwriter’s fire pump, which is connected to a 100,000- 
gallon concrete reservoir and the canal.

Five 6,000 and one 15,000 lb. freight elevators 
with a travel of 100 ft. and 25 ft. per minute, respec
tively, will be used to handle the transfer of material for 
manufacturing, and two high-speed passenger elevators, 
travelling at 350 ft. per minute, will be used to serve 
the general offices of the company, which are situated 
on the eighth floor of the building. They are being sup
plied by the Otis-Fensom Elevator Company. This floor 
has no columns, the roof being supported by steel trusses 
with large skylights. The absence of columns afford 
splendid facilities for the laying out of offices to suit 
the requirements.

A unique point in the design of the building is the 
storage space secured on the roof of one section by 
means of paving bricks. This roof is served by means 
ol one of the 6,000 lb. freight elevators.

Large intake pipes from the canal supply the reser
voir and the water used for condensing purposes. An 
automobile garage and a wagon court are so arranged

■

Two Views, from Different Directions, of the Buildings.

body of each of these cars off the truck, through a hatch
way in the main boiler-room floor, and will carry them 
over to the ash-storage bin. This method of -ash-hand
ling will only be used when it is necessary to overhaul 
and repair the regular ash-handling equipment.

be readily loaded for city delivery 
the railroad tracks.

that the material can 
without having to cross

The building will be heated by a forced circulation 
hot water system. Exhaust steam from one of the mam 
turbines will be passed through closed heaters. The 
water will be circulated by means of a 4,000-gallon 
Alberger single-stage volute pump, directly connected 
to an Alkroer.Curtis steam turbine. The vapors and 
condensate from the exhaust steam will be earned from 
the heaters by means of an Edwards a,r-pump with a 
tail-pump. This makes a very flex.ble system to smt 
the changes in the outside temperature, as the vacuum 
can be increased in warm xveather, thereby creating a 
lower temperature of the exhaust steam and decreasing 
the amount of steam required by _ the turbine as 
vacuum increases. In extreme cold weather the turbine 
can exhaust into the heater at atmospheric pressure 
and thus increase the quantity and temperature of the 

. When running two turbo-generator units in 
parallel, one turbine can run condensing,, while the other 
exhausts into the heating system, and its load can be 

' suit the amount of steam required for heating 
purposes. The power plant equipment for this heating 
system is in duplicate, either one of ihe units being large

A 225-ft. chimney, built by the Alphons Chimney 
Construction Company, serves four B. & W. boilers, 
nominally rated at 650 horse-power, but which will be 
forced to deliver 1,000 horse-power when necessary. 
These boilers are fitted with B. & W. chain-grate stokers 
and superheaters. The exhaust steam and condensate 
from the heaters, turbines, condensers, and steam-driven 
auxiliaries are brought to a Warren & Webster feed- 
water heater, which is capable of raising 107,000 lbs. 
of water per hour to 210°. From this heater the water 
i; returned to the boilers by means of two Weir boiler 
feed-pumps, each with a capacity of 6,000 Imperial gal
lons per hour. General Electric Company Curtis hori
zontal turbines form the motive power for the generators, 
and are placed on structural steel stands directly over 
the Alberger centrifair condensers, thus insuring a high 

; The condensers are located over two 42-in. pipes 
leading to the canal. From one of these pipes the water 
is drawn by a turbo-volute turbine-driven pump, and

stream

vacuum
varied to
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SMS MSSmen and to avoid the use of oil lanterns in the plant, a 
certain number of electric light will be kept burning 
all night to form a pilot system, o that in cases of em

the workmen in the building can easily locate the

after having passed through the condenser is discharged 
into the other pipe. Tunnels leading fr°m the turbme 
and pump-room are used to run the power and 1 ghting 
circuL, the flow and return pipes of the forced hot wate 
heating system, the house service water lines, and the 
high-pressure steam lines for manufacturing purposes.

The turbine-room has been laid out for two 2,000 
K.W. turbo-generators, two 400 

K.W. turbo-driven 
K.W,.

gency
fire apparatus and also the exits.

following features in connection with the build-
K.W. and two 1,000 
K.W. rotary converters and two 75

K.W. and one 2,000
converters will be in-

The
ing are of interest :—

The total excavation amounts to some 50,000 cu. 
yds. Over 14,000 cu. yds. of concrete have been used 
for foundations. 1,500 carloads of building material have 
been received up to the present time. 100,000 sq. ft. of 
glazing has been used, and approximately 100,000 sq. ft. 
hot water radiation service will be required.

The work has been executed under the direct super
vision of Mr. E. F. Sise, President of the Northern 
Electric Company. Limited ; Mr. J. D. Hathaway, Gen
eral Superintendent ; Mr. J. S. Cameron, Plant Engineer, 
and Mr. W. J. Carmichael, Architect.

exciters. Of these, 1,000 
turbo-generators and two rotary 
stalled now. The generators are 3-phase, 60-cycle, 440- 
volt, star-wound, with neutral connection brought out 
to the switchboard. The exciters are 125-volt, and gen- 

voltage will be controlled by Tyrnll regulator.
ventilation of the generators will be 

taken from a duct in the foundations of the generators 
through the windings and air passages y 

fans integral with rotors. Screens will be provided in 
the pent-house of this duct to exclude dust, etc.

The connected load will be approximately 550 h.p.,
volts. F or

erator
Air for the

and forced

d.c. at 115 volts, and 4,000 h.p. a.c. at 440
, two 460-K.V.A. rotary 
transformers and starting

the supply of the former
converters, with necessary _ ..
switches, will be installed, the neutral being brought out 
from each transformer bank for the neutral of a 115/230 
volt, 3-wire, d.c. system.

The switchboard for the control and distribution of 
this power will consist of a main board of 25 Blue Ver
mont marble panels on the turbine-room floor. On this 
beard will be mounted the meters for measurements of 
outputs of generators and loads on the feeders ; also the 
d.c. bus-bars, both for exciters and d.c. factory load, 
and control equipment for 25 solenoid operated feeder 
switches for a.c. distribution. These switches will be 
mounted on Monson slate panels on a mezzanine floor 
under the turbine-room floor. The a.c. 440-volt bus-bars 
and generator switches will also be located here.

Generator switches will be non-automatic, with bell
ringing attachment, and feeder switches automatic, as 
mentioned above. All feeders will leave the turbine-room 
in a tunnel, from which they will branch off to the various 
buildings in 3-in. fibre conduits. These fibre conduits 
will lead to cable-pits, from which risers of 3-in. conduit 
will be carried to distributing panels. All a.c. cables will 
be 3-conductor paper insulated, leaded, direct current 
cables being single-conductor, leaded. For lighting fac
tory area, 4-light clusters, wired in series-parallel, will 
be used. As mentioned above, the neutral point of gen
erator windings will be brought out. The lead sheath 
of the lighting feeder cables will be bonded to the neutral

one wire to one

USE OF POWDERED FUEL.

Fuel economy and the intimately associated problem of 
smoke abatement are receiving much attention. Among the 
methods discussed none perhaps is of greater interest than 
the burning of powdered coal The experiments made in 
this direction are of especial value to all who are interested in 
the utilization of peat. The work done by Lieutenant Eke- 
lund in Sweden, according to the Journal of the Canadian 
Peat Society, has already demonstrated that peat has very 
great possibilities when used in powdered form. Its com
position and physical properties make it in some respects 
superior to coal for this purpose.

The requirements for best results in burning powdered 
coal are thus stated by an authority.

( 1 ) Coal must be dried to contain not over 1 per cent, 
of moisture.

(2) It must be pulverized to a high degree of fineness.
(3) It must be projected into a chamber hot enough to 

cause instant ignition.
(4) It must be supplied with sufficient air for complete 

combustion.
The standard of fineness given bv the same authority 

is:—90 per cent, through a 400 mesh screen; 2per cent, 
to 5 per cent, through a 200 mesh screen, and the balance 
through a too mesh screen.

The cost of preparation of coal is variously estimated at 
from 32% to 36% cents per ton, with power at 1% cents 
per k.w. hr.

It must be kept in mind that there is present in powdered 
fuel a certain percentage of extremely fine material, depend
ing on thp character of the fuel, its moisture content, and 
method of pulverization. The character of the flame is 
materially influenced by this impalpable dust which gasifies 
instantaneously.

The physical structure of peat is such that a large per
centage of very fine powder would be more easily obtainable 
than in the case of coal, thereby increasing the rapidity of 
combustion.

Another point in favor of peat powder is the usual high 
content of volatile matters in peat. There is much diver
gence of opinion as to the amount of volatile matter required 
in coal to render it suitable for burning as powdered fuel. 
The majority of writers seem to think that 30 per cent, of 
volatile matter is a prerequisite, but some report satisfactory 
conditions with but 20 per cent. The higher the volatile the 
larger amount of the combustible will be converted into gas 
by the mere application of heat, and the more rapid and per
fect the combustion. Ontario pe-ts examined contain as 
high as 60 to 70 per cent, volatile matter, and should pro
duce a highly efficient powdered fuel. . , .

As in the production of peat fuel generally the important 
question is the removal of the moisture at such cost as to 
render the fuel economic.

bus and lighting circuits will connect 
of the three conductors, the other to the sheath, giving 
approximately 266 volts across two lamps. in series. 
Lighting feeder cables will lead to distributing boxes 
on the third floor of each section, from which circuits 
will run to the panel boxes on the different floors. Power 
feeders will run to distributing boxes on the third and 
fifth floors, from which circuits will run to power loops 
on each floor.

All wiring except that in general offices will be open 
conduit. The general offices will have outlets _ for fans, 
dictographs, annunciator and telephones, all wiring 
cealed in conduit. A large number of 3-phase, 60-cycle 

will be used for direct-connected, belt and group 
L. K. Comstock & Company have the contract

con-

motors 
drives.
for wiring the lighting and power circuits.

An artesian well is being drilled by Wallace Bell 
Company, Limited, and will be used for drinking water 
and for manufacturing purposes.

C/
3 V)
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Victoria, B.C.—Mr. J. W. Stewart, president of the 
P.G.E. Railway company, has made a statement to the effect 
that the company's entire line is now under contract with 
the exception of about 34 - miles. Grading is in progress 
along the whole right-of-way from Squamish to Fort George 
and will practically be finished this year. Also before the 
end of this year, it is intended to put in operation an accom- _ 
modation train service between Squamish and Lillooet. Mr. 
Stewart announced further that, within a few weeks, de
velopment work will be started on the Coast terminals of' 
the Pacific Great Eastern at Squamish. This will involve 
large expenditures for the improvement of the harbor and 
the laying out of the townsite.

Toronto, Ont.—Mr. C. R. Barnes, expert for the Ontario 
Railway Board, has recently presented to the Corporation 
Counsel a report upon the Toronto Street Railway. He finds 
that the seating capacity of Toronto street cars is inadequate, 
and recommends an increase of over 50 per cent. The pre

seating capacity of 29,069 during rush hours should

.................1........ 1....... ................hi............ ....................................hm|

i Coast to Coast EI l=
Fort William, Ont.—The plant of the National Tube 

Company at Fort William is completed, and the works have 
commenced operating.

Montreal, Que.—The Canadian Fire Underwriters’ Asso
ciation is urging the inspection by competent engineers of 
Montreal’s system of fire protection.

Regina, Sask.—The provincial highways commission of 
Saskatchewan is proceeding with a program of road con
struction work of a more extensive character than that of 
the past season.

Weyburn, Sask.—Preparatory work in connection with 
the laying of steel on the G.T.P. Weyburn-Talmage branch 
began the first week in June, and it is anticipated that the 
department will have the metal laid into the city by June 15.

Edmonton, Alta—Edmonton has decided to 
municipally-owned paving plant at a cost of $37,000. It is 
to be in operation within 30 days, and it is planned to lay 

yards of pavement before the close

sent
be increased by 10,813, half of this number by the beginning 
of November next, and the rest a year from that date. Many 
of the cars in use are found to be out of date, and it is re
commended that 37 single-truck cars and 71 closed trailers 
be replaced by new cars approved by the board by the first 
of November next. An additional 29 cars should be in service 

lines by the same date. In addition to this the plat
forms should be lengthened on 200 double-truck cars.

Calgary, Alta.—The latest estimate on the cost of the pro
posed concrete bridge at Ninth Street West across the Bow 
river at Calgary is $165,000, or $5,000 more than the figure 

and $105,000 more than the steel

construct a

a‘ least 100,000 square 
of the 1914 season.

Winnipeg, Man.—While recently in Winnipeg, Mr. David 
McNicoll, vice-president of the Canadian Pacific Railway 

stated that the company would spend much money 
railroads in the Okanagan

on new

company,
this and succeeding years on 
Valley, British Columbia.

Kingston, Ont.—A concrete bridge on stone foundation 
has been completed at Dog Lake, which has been built by 

and Palmerston township conjointly at a cost of

given some time ago, 
bridge that was voted for by the ratepayers some time ago. 
The by-law upon the subject has been prepared, and it was 
submitted to the City Council at the meeting held recently, 
but no action was taken, the proposal being referred to the 
Finance Committee for consideration. The figures, which 
have been revised by City Engineer Craig, provide $150,000 
for the cost of the bridge and $15,000 for engineering and 
contingent account. The bridge which the ratepayers voted 
for when the three bridge by-laws were before the people 
some time ago, was a steel bridge to go alongside of the 
present steel Louise bridge. This bridge would cost $60.000.

the county
$5,000. The bridge is 300 feet long, and has a central iron 

28 feet wide. It is reported as a very satisfactory piecespan 
of work.

Vancouver, B.C.—C.P.R. engineers and surveyors left 
River recently in two parties working on the pre- 

the line of the Esquimalt
Campbell
paration of surveys to carry 
and Nanaimo Railway northward along the shore of Van- 

Island. One survey party is working south of Camp- 
north, the later proceeding along the 

into the Salmon River Valley.

couver
Victoria, B.C.—Work is progressing in three tunnel 

shafts in connection with the Northwest sewer at Victoria. 
The first two are in the portion open in Esquimalt, the third 
at Sunnyside abutting on the Gorge waters. Preparations 
are being made to start a fourth shaft at Smith Street ; while 
a considerable amount of work has been accomplished on 
the Cecilia road tank. At the first shaft, near the sea at 
McLoughlin point, 160 feet have been pierced to the south 
and 180 feet to the north side of the tunnel. The excavation 
from the outfall to No. 1 shaft has been opened for about 
2,000 feet, and steps have also been taken to open a drift 
towards that shaft in order to increase the opportunities to 
advance this section. At No. 2 shaft about 160 feet north 
and 180 feet south have been worked, and the junction with 
the section of tunnel being worked from No. 1 shaft, should 
b ■ effected in August. From No. 2 shaft the trench on 
Smith street has been opened about 500 feet, while on Gore, 
Head and Dunsmuir streets in trench excavation about 1,000 
feet have been opened. At Dunsmuir street, the present 
terminus of the open excavation, a tunnel will be commenced 
continuing at a considerable depth under that street. It is 
possible that another shaft will be sunk at the other end to 

face to work at the tunnel from that section. At

bell River, and one 
trail built by the government 
It is stated that the intention of the C.P.R. is to build eventu
ally to the north end of Vancouver Island.

Moose Jaw, Sask.—City Engineer Mackie has at pre
gravel pits which have beensent under investigation 11 

offered to the city for purchase. The city intends acquiring 
a gravel pit with a view to using the gravel therefrom for 

the principal residential streets throughout
of an interimmacadamizing

the city. The city engineer states in the course _ 
report to the works committee that, in his opinion, the 
cheapest method of securing good surfaces is by the 
of some sort of macadam, such as gravel screened and 

treating of this, in order to yield a 
patent road material, such

use

graded ; and by the 
satisfactory surface, with some 
as “Rocmac.”

Township, York County, Ont—At the recent meet- 
Ratepayers’ Association of York town- 

submitted by a representative of a

York
ing of the Central
Unft’eda SPtatesSfirmWof engineers, whereby the firm will con
struct a waterworks system in the township and guarantee 
a water supply to the residents at a fixed price per 1,000 
cubic feet, the cost of construction to be borne entirely by 
the firm and the water to be brought a distance of 25 miles 
and supplied to all houses. If the ratepayers were to con
struct their own system, however, the company will under
take to supplv the water. Further discussion of the scheme 

1 " public meetings of the ratepayers before am

secure a
the Sunnyside tunnel, No. 3, a drift of about 120 feet has 
been made. At the Cecilia road tank, which is rendered 
necessary by the levels of the land to be drained north of 
the Gorge, the steel is in place, and the concrete floor laid; 
and the concrete will be poured for the walls in the course' 
of the next few days.will be held at 

decision is announced.
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Chemistry to Industrial“The Application of Physical 

Bv W. F. Rittman.
(<c. Filtration ” By J. W. Bain and A. E. Wigle.
“Studies on Filtration. oy j ahoratories ” By
“Scrubber for Vacuum Apparatus for Laboratone .

Chas. Baskerville. Whitaker will
0» Wednesday nigh,, U.J-

the Saratoga

PERSONAL. Processes.”

„ -
log,“

IZT°C t S tÏS"TnS
™rBeGARRÔwH1«“«». y=»s *» »« m„„ drainage 

. A. B. bAKKu * d in the employ of the

°f TARCH°: CURRIE, Ci,y Engineer of 0„a««, ha, returned

succeed C. W.

his presidential address.
lecture by Dr. Wm. P. Mason on

present 
an illustrated
septic tanks.

On Friday morning
wi,l be pre-the following papersC.

zszsr* Bi Jc. o.rr -.
Ulrich. Friday night session comprisesfor theThe programme
the following two papers Meade.

“Development of Rotary Furnaces. y • ■ „
Combination Water Softener and Storage Tank.

and Dr. John C.
“A

By L. M. Booth.
Professor M C. Whitaker is president 
^^Polytechnic Institute, Brooklyn, MX. 1» »= «°*»

Olsen 
of the Institute.capacity on the more

h, ''G^^lgcCAimiY has been appointed to
Power (see Tk, Tornnto, U

as railway and bn ge Ml McCarthy, a graduate

^üîPeEEIway as chief engineer. Since the h of
of Smith, Kerry and Chase which after me

Cecil B. Smith, became Kerry and Chace, Lim 
McCarthy has had sound experience

valuable asset to tne

MANUFACTURERS’ ASSOCIATION.CANADIAN
The Canadian Manufacturers’ Association held its annual 

Montreal, June gth, loth and nth.meeting in

COMING MEETINGS.

TESTING MATERIALS, 
be held in Atlantic City, 

Edgar Marburg, Secre- 
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia,

to 1909 AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR 
—Seventeenth Annual Meeting to 
N.J., June 30th to July 4th, i9i4-
tary-Treasurer, University of

Mr.
addition, Mr. 
eral engineering work, and will be a 
works department of Toronto.

Pa. engineering con-
be held at Brighton 

Secretary, J. R- Wem-

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF
TRACTORS.—Summer convention to
Beach, N.Y., July 3rd and 4th, 1914- 
linger, 11 Broadway, New York.

UNION OF CANADIAN MUNICIPALITIES.-Annual 
Convention to be held in Sherbrooke, Que., August 3rd, 4t 

Hon. Secretary, W. D. Lighthall, Westmount,
Coristme Build-

OBITUARY.

“ b”, ri°, ”S htothet w« .1,0 engaged i, railway work 
company as timekeeper.

The death occurred in England of Prof. Robert Craw- 
fed, prominent in engineering both there jWa;
,nd for a time professor of engineering at McGill Unlv, rslJ 

Early last week death came with unusual suddenness 
tJ Mr Robt. H. Skelton, who for 6 years has been manager 
of the Ontario Sewer Pipe Company, Limited, Mimico, Ont.

Mr Tt't» e=™.--d‘ .SV."-,, Mr. William Armstrong 

connected with early railroad work on
Prior to

> and 5th, 1914-
Assistant-Secretary, G. S. Wilson, 402Que.

ing, Montreal.
AMERICAN PEAT 

will be held in Duluth, Minn., on
Secretary-Treasurer, Julius Bordello, 17

^CANADIAN FORESTRY ASSOCIATION.—Annual Con
vention to be held in Halifax, N.S., September 1st to 4th, 

Secretary James Lawler, Journal Building, Ottawa.
9 ROYAL ARCHITECTURAL INSTITUTE OF CAN- 

ADA.—Seventh Annual Meeting to be held at= Quebec^ SeP 
tember 21st and 22nd, 1914. Hon. Secretary, Alcide Chausse, 

Hall Square, Montreal.
THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF

SOCIETY.—Eight Annual Meeting 
August 20th, 21st and 22nd, 

Battery Place,

for the same

1914

Toronto, who wa. Rail,,,,.
’C™S” cJn™, in .«5. he wa, on .he ...» of ,he M.dland 

other railways in Great Britain.
5 Beaver

CONVENTION OF 
MUNICIPAL IMPROVEMENTS.—To be held m Boston, 

October 6th, 7th, 8th and 9th, i9H- C. C. Brown.

and

INSTITUTE OF CHEMICAL 
ENGINEERS.

Mass., on 
Indianapolis, Ind., Secretary.

AMERICAN HIGHWAYS ASSOCIATION.-Fourth Am
erican Road Congress to be held in Atlanta, Ga„ November 

1 mu I. S. Pennybacker, Executive Secretary,
and Chas. P. Light, Business Manager, Colorado Building, 

Washington, D.C.

AMERICAN

The 6th semi-annual meeting of the American Institu 
of Chemical Engineers is being held this week at Tro>, -,
f C 20th inclusive. Technical sessions are being

being read accordingJune 17th to 
held at which the following papers are

to the programme :
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1 ORDERS OF THE RAILWAY COMMISSIONERS |

OF CANADA |

Each week on Pus page may be found summaries of orders passed by toe Board of Railway Commissioners, to date.
This will facilitate ready reference and easy filing. Copies of these orders may be 

secured from The Canadian Engineer for small fee.

21927—June 2—Certifying that correction of C.L.O. and 
W. ky. (C.P.R.), plain to show division line between lands of 
W. A. Beare and Mrs. S. Beare on location indicated in red 
instead of on location indicated in green on plan dated May 
15th, 1914, has been allowed.

2,928—June 4—Authorizing C.P.R- to construct, at 
■grade, its Lake Louise Branch Line across highways between 
mileage o and 3.55 of said Branch Line.

21929—June 4—Authorizing C.P.R. to operate its trains 
bridge No. 30.5, Temiskaming Subdivision, Lake Su

perior Division.
21930—June 4—Amending Order No. 21706, dated April 

21st, 1914, by striking out word “clearance,” in two last lines 
of operative part of Order, and substituting word “distance. ’

2,931—May 29—Directing that C.P.R. construct subway 
at crossing of Hurontario St., Tp. Toronto, Co. Peel, Ont. ; 
subway to be 20 ft. wide and have 14 ft. clearance. Work be 
completed by September 1st, 1914- 20 per cent, cost of con
struction be paid out of “Ry. Grade-Crossing Fund,” re
mainder as follows:—15 per cent, by Tp. Toronto, and 85 
per cent, by Railway Company.

21932—June i—Authorizing Bay of Quinte Ry. Co., to 
open for traffic diversion of its line in Lots 32, 33 and 34, 
Con. 8, Tp. Camden, Cos. Lennox and Addington, Ontario.

21933—June 4—Authorizing V.V. and E. Ry. and Nav. 
Co., to reconstruct bridges across C.P.R. at Grand Forks, 
B.C., subject to condition that should any additional tracks 
be built by C.P.R. at said point, V.V and E. Ry. and N. Co. 
bear and pay expense of making necessary changes to pro
vide for same.

21934—June 2—Authorizing G.T.R. to construct siding 
into premises of Siemon Brothers, Limited, Park, Lot 1 and 
Park Lot o, town of Wiarton, Ontario.

21935—May 26—Dismissing application Frank Yestran, 
village of Rosewood, Man., for Order requiring C.N.R. to 
stop its “Flyer” train at Dufresne, Man.

21936—June 5—Amending Order No. 21913, dated May 
29th, 1914, by striking out word “Hurontario,” where it 

in recital and operative parts of Order, and substi
tuting word “Dundas.”

21937—May 29—Directing that G.T.P. Ry., file with 
Board, within 30 days from this date, plans showing location 
of Standard No. iA Station with 60 ft. platform at point be
tween Tofi-eld and Deville, Mile Post 759, stock pen with 
necessary platform and loading chute, also spur to hold at 
least 4 freight cars ; all to be completed before Sept. 1st, 1914. 
Also that wavfreight and passenger trains, other than 
through passenger trains, stop at said station.

21938—May 29—Authorizing city of Edmonton, Alta., to 
open Spruce Àve., across C.N.R. in Edmonton; and it is 
also authorized to construct its Municipal St. Ry. across 
C.N.R., at rail level, on SpruCe Avenue, subject to and upon 
certain conditions. Pending installation of half-interlocking 
plant. City is authorized to operate cars over C.N.R. sub
ject to condition that crossing be protected by watchmen to 
be appointed by C.N.R. ; wages of watchmen to be borne 
and paid by city of Edmonton.

21939—May 29—Directing that C.N.R. widen loading 
platform at Vegreville, Alta., to 20 ft. within one month from 
date of this Order.

21940—May 28—Directing that C.N.R. construct and 
complete on or before July 1st, 1914, a one-pen stock yard 
and loading chute at Wiseton, Sask.

21941—May 28—Directing that C.N.R. file plan showing 
location of a fourth class station at village of Hughton, Sask., 
station to be erected and station agent appointed on or before 
July 15th, 1914.

21942—June 5—Authorizing Montreal and Southern Cos. 
Ry. to construct across parish line between parish of St. 
Paul de Abbotsford and parish of Granby, and public high-

21Q13—May 29—Directing that C.P.R. install gates at 
crossing of Hurontario St. in Tp. Toronto, to be operated 
hv davgand night watchmen ; and file detail plans of said 
gates for approval of Engineer of Board within 30 days from date 
ff this Order, 20 per cent, of cost of installing gates be paid 
out of “The Ry. Grade-Crossing Fund,” and remainder by 
°ut ‘ v 20 Der cent of cost of maintaining said gates
Ry Company, ^ pe^cnt o including wages of

SLBtUTb, Ry- Co. Gates be erected and

in operation by July 1st, 1914- , ~
. T„„- .__Directing that crossing of V.F.K. oy at.

and home finals on 1^^’/of signals be at “proceed” 
sald signals^ Nor 1 p^ ^ ^ Ry Co . in movement
oMrmnsC PR to have priority. St. John Ry. Co to bear 
and pay .cost of installing, maintaining and operating half-

interlocking Plant.i^Authorizmg C.P.R. to open for traffic

2IP15 .J ,. trari. between Agmcourt, mileage 87.3, 
and°LeaMdenjct., mileage 95-6, Toronto Subdivision, Ontario 
Div., Ontario.

21916—June 
to carry traffic over
mileage o to 182.6, Ontario. , cTune i__Approving location Montreal and South
ern Cos Ry from westerly boundary village of Granby, 
ern vos. ivy., u"** • , Main Street Drummond St.,thence easterly u,»n and 1 |ay'Tillage „f Granby, subject

o t Anthnrizme* Nelson and r ort bneppara

Kootenay Dtst B C Montrea, and South-

a.,
21920 June public highways between Lots 178

& parish St. ran, de
Abbotsford Co. Rouvi e Que. ^ Atlantlc Ry.
fill inI9app7oSes

donnât* 7xpemse°of^ Ry. cf and mtmtained for period of ,

year from date oî that C.P.R. re-establish and
21922 June between Winnipeg and Gimli that

maintain train service until sittings of Board at Win-
existed prmrjo^st I()I4. when those interested m

over

^tohr-mL Gi=n“L”'toyÆPo-R«!I---

ern
occurs

nipeg, on
matter shall be hearth tQ c0nstruct extension

21923—May 29—Direct g (L T ^ and Hamilton Radial 
of interchange track 0?etw accommodate
Electric Ry. near Burlington On 0, ^ ^ from
at least ten cars; w0Jk tV™k be bonne and paid # by 
date of this Order. Cost of Electric Rv. Co.
G.T.R. and # by Hamilton Radial Electric _

A/r „c Dismissing application Board of I rade 21924—May 28—Dismiss k p R t0 remove station
of Sheho, Sask., for Order side of track,
at that point from present location

-, a Dismissing application town of Glad- 21925—May 26—Dismissing aiP and q p R t0 con-
stone, Man., for Order dirr^nf. sai.d railway Cos., at
struct highway over respective lines of
Dufferim St., in town of Gladstone. f v|lla e

21926—May 26TTRefU777>KffiT requiring C.P.R. to build of Lac du Bonnet, Man., f nd requiring local train
K7dmC.a' nèpTiïf plMlorm a, nigh. and in morning-

i.TimSJM
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St. Athanase, Co. Iberville, Que. ; work be completed within 
30 days from date of this Order.

21960—June 9—Approving location C.T.P. Branch ines 
Co. station'at Avonhurst, Sask., Sec. 29,. 
Melville-Regina Branch.

21961—June 9—Authorizing G-.T.P. Ry. to construct 
bridge across Ksi-Den Creek, mileage H7-3, Pnnce RuP

East, B.C. . r T p
2IQ62—June 8—Authorizing G.I-P.

Creek, mileage 152, Pnnce Rupert East, B.C.
21063—June 8—Extending, until November 4th, 19U,

time' within which G.T.R complete s^ir into premis^^
Dominion Stove and Foundry Co., Limited, 
tanguishene, Ontario.

21964—June 8—Authorizing C.N.O.R.to ==»»'"« »»” 

years.

THE
908

parish of Granby, Co. Shefford, Que.
-rvir s

IS.Sôn wS M C IV .and De«oi. Tunnel C»M, »«» 

of Sandwich, Ont. „
21944—June 5—Authorizing Lake Erie and Northern_ R

instartracks for extension of Lome Bridge.
21945 June 4-G„,«.S leave TeWhene

s" city Armstrong, and at Go,, 

St. city of Vernon, B.C.
’ 21946—June 2—Approving agreement, ^ated May 5t , 

entered into between Bell Telephone Co. and Bobcay 
Rural Telephone Co., Limited.

t r, a Ttxtpndimr collection and delivery limits

,,,48-Juo, 4-A„,h„n=i.g GcT.T %
Mi W lSït» W«„, Cariboo Diet,

b'c,mxh~.

Main Line at mileage 39-3, , - { period of 5 months
N"'h

Road, Parry Sound, to Byng Inlet.

2I950rSe ^r^y£miiirl)ng W
fifteen (15) highways, between mileages 253-35 an

Ry. to construct 
Porcupine Creek,

1914
geon

s,e.2ti"",5ê1S^gc^c^;Rm5Sr»

Hawkesbury East. and6—Authorizing Edmonton, Dunvegan
thirteen highways in Province21966—June

B C Ry., to construct across

Ontario.,0 t „„ n Ordering the Dominion Express Co. to

21060—Tune ii—Dismissing application5 of SheidoM,
t ■ > d 9Calt Ont and the Sirocco Co., of Windsor, Ont.,
Limited, Galt, unt., amu , , rafino- of heating and

üÆ£î V*-*» “»■

means
across
277.78.2,95,-Ju«e S-A«hori,i»g C La »dW.Ry.(lÇ.W

ssrss£ i" » rJttJf”!
LllhS SLZX'1air &St. Ward *>«■
flagged.

5th to 6th c*a _Authorizing the Lake Erie and Northern
Rv Co7Vconstruct its railway across the highway between 
Cons 8 and 9, Station 914-6,-7, at mileage 37-3Ô, Tp. of 
Townsend, by means of a subway.

2,071-Ttme 9—Authorizing the C.L.O. and W. Ry. to
construct, ^aiuJua-d -»-»,= . ="«

in said town, at mileage 0.00 and station 4b/ 
equal to Station 26-23.2 of the spur

2,072-Tune 8—Authorizing the C.P.R. to construct

maintain »d
ST55 £ îLSfe. X of SL T„ 24. R. to. west 4th 

Mer.. on C.P.R. mam. line at Canmore, A .
t „ irynrnvlinr revised location of a portion

f bFcImFco ’s PSwift Current North Westerly Branch 
of the C.P-R- Lo. west 3rd Mer.,
line from a point in Sec. 2, lp- 3, _ w. M.,
at mileage 94-64, to a point in Sec. 3, P- ’ j ’2, r 2g, 
at mileage 97-29, and from a P0^^int in Sec 17 T^ 23, 
R S Wr3 M^mil^e0;/, 95 of Swift Current North 

Westerly Branch Line ^ time within which

21952—June 5—Authorizing C.P.R. Q) to

main lime across Lome St., Kamloops, ti.v. , 13/ 
virion of location of portion from mileage 0.22 to 0.55-

„ Tlino r_Amiroving and authorizing clearances

and rides of cars when operated over said spur.
21954—June 5—-Authorizing CKO and its business spur

isrs&A arfste
IS OrdbereNa°2,48i, dw’d March 13th, 19,4, and Order

No. 21740, dated May 4th, I9t4-
2IOSS—Tune 5—Authorizing city of Hamilton -,
21955 Ptn instruct and maintain Burlington St , or 

own expense, to c olinwanre for road between
Base Line, being on®1p^ Tn Barton Co. Wentworth,Lot 7, B-F. Con. and Con L TpbrBarton, ^ allowanœ
clrimedV Hampton Radia, Electric Ry.. as forming part 

of right-of-way. .

"EF's£&
Hepworth, Ont., subject to certain conditio s.

g—Authorizing G.T.P.
Phillips Creek, mileage 102.2

as originally located.

Rv. to construct 
Prince Rupert 30th, 19,4. Orderincr the C.P.R. to divert crossing

into'tFhighwav of the public road just west of Armilla, 
Sask about eight hundred ft. east therefrom.
S Ordering the G.T.R. to switch cars

and from the track on

21957—JunÇ 
bridge across
East, B.C. .

2,958-June 8-Directing .^^^fpVcaL Horn Con'- 
loads of a mmimum weig ^anadei Tor0nto, to sidings
Top R at North Toronto, be reduced from 95 cts. to 60 

C'P ton of 2.000 lbs. ; effective not later than June 22nd,

21976—June 12— .
desired by the municipality, to

owned by the town of Cobourg.
21977—Mav 20—Amending Order No. ./A’L.md Tri

^';à,bv"bSt^SS"“.^.2d^-ed

under the said Order.

when 
the Esplanade

cts. per 
i9,4.21959—June 9—Directing £ CJ.Reconstruct, at^ex^

of Damase Goyotte »f Lmo^me 0»e.. ^ ^pense ,
at point 400 ft., east of west

P


